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Bowling Green, Ohio

Earthquake hits California
by Catherine O'Brien
The Associated Press

AP Photo/DouRlu C. Pint

Ray Hudson reacts as a friend's home goes up In flames al the Oak
Ridge Trailer Park in Sylmar, Calif., Monday, after a severe
earthquake struck Southern California. Hudson lost bis home In

the 1971 Sylmar quake but did not lose his trailer in this earthquake.

LOS ANGELES -- An earthquake devastated the sleeping
suburbs of the San Fernando
Valley on Monday, crumpling
freeways and apartment complexes and hurling fireballs
through cracked and flooded
streets. At least 24 people
were killed.
Thousands of terrified residents fled their homes onto
darkened sidewalks and "a tidal wave of walking wounded"
was sent to hospitals.
Fourteen people died in one
apartment building near the
epicenter of the quake, which
measured 6.6 on the Richter
scale and was felt from San
Diego to Las Vegas.
A handful of motorists were
briefly trapped in tons of concrete rubble as overpasses on
three freeways buckled,
severing Interstate 5, California's main north-south highway, and Interstate 10, the nation's busiest freeway.
The quake derailed a freight
train carrying sulfuric acid,
and briefly closed Los Angeles
International Airport. Telephone service was lost
throughout the region and

Major California
Earthquakes

:

/April 18-19,1906:
Earthquake and fires level San •
Francisco, killing 700 people. '.
Scientists reckoning in retrospect:
estimate it would have registered:
8.3 on the Ricbter scale.
j
/ July 21.1952: A 7.7 quake in:
the Tchachapi-Bakcrsfkld area •
50 miles north of Los Angeles •
kills 12 people.
/ June 28,1992: A 7.1 quake in!
San Francisco kills 63 people. :
power was disrupted as far
away as Canada.
"The whole street was on
fire. Even the tall palm trees
were burning. It was a very
frightening experience. We
lost everything. We have nothing, but nobody was hurt. We're all safe," said At McNeil,
whose home in Granada Hills
was destroyed by fire.
Sirens wailed as smoke from
buildings and gas main fires
drifted across the valley, 20
miles northwest of downtown
See QUAKE, page 4.

Faculty Senate Students 'rights violated
to preview goals Court case dismissed on Miranda rights technicality
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer

The Faculty Senate will meet
today to preview this semester's
goals in regards to projects and
committees needed to begin to
aid the faculty body, administration and the student body.
For Senate Chairman Benjamin Muego it has been a busy
few months as he prepares to
fulfill promises from his opening
address when he took office last
summer.
Muego said the Faculty Senate
meeting will be a time to introduce and explain his ideas for
new benefits for all aspects of
the University.
"I hope to approve, as I said in
my opening address, the increase
In travel reimbursments for the
faculty," Muego said. "This policy hasn't been reviewed for eight
or nine years."
"To give a comparison with
other universities, Bowling
Green receives 20 cents to the
mile and most other universities
receive around 26 cents to every
mile," he added.
Along with the idea of travel
reimbursements, Muego said he
also wants to see a day care
center project formed.
The proposed day care center
has been researched and the only
obstacle which stands in the way
of it passing is applying for and
receiving of state grant money to
support it, he said.
"One thing about the day care
project that has changed is that
President Olscamp now supports
it whereas he used to be against
the idea," Muego said. "I hope to
get this established and running
by the end of the year."
When Muego took office he derived a committee of faculty and
administrators to study an issue

"One thing about the
day care project that
has changed is that
President Olscamp
now supports it
whereas he used to
be against the idea.

by Tim Quick
News staff writer

Two University student cited
for underage drinking had their
cases dismissed Friday following
an appeals court ruling that the
students' Constitutional rights
were violated.
The Wood County Court of Appeals ruled last month that
Benjamin Muego, Faculty statements made by Brett L.
and Larry R. Slant- to
Senate Chairman Hammond
University police in November of
1992 could not be used in court be.
regarding gender-based equity.
cause the students were not read
This study began in September their Miranda Rights prior to
1993 and is now complete and questioning.
ready for discussion in the senHammond and Slane were
ate. The research behind this stopped and questioned by three
committee stemmed from the police officers outside of Batidea that University women were chelder Residence Hall.
often paid less, not put into
"We walked [a friend] back to
professor positions enough, held her dorm," Slane said. We walked
unequal benefits and other var- back to her window to make sure
ious disadvantages.
she was alright."
Other upcoming issues Include
According to Hammond, the
a Charter Amendment concern- two began to knock on the
ing reconfiguration, Muego said.
window to make sure their friend
"Reconfiguration is when de- made it into her room. At this
partments are being downsized, point, they were approached by
eliminated or merged with other
departments," Muego said.
"This issue concerns the faculty, administration and the students. If a student is in a major
and it is abolished - say their
junior or senior year - the student is left hanging. That can't
happen." he said.
Senator Ron Stoner said he
foresees some different aspects
in regards to the Faculty Senate.
"I see a salary study in the future," Stoner said. "Along with
the welfare committee we will
begin to compare our salary with
other professors around the state
and see what things can be done
if there is a big difference."

INSIDE
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the officers.
"We were surrounded," Hammond said. "We felt like we were
in custody."
During questioning, the students admitted that they had
been drinking.
"They started asking us about
the window," Hammond said.
"Then they asked about drinking.
When they smelled the alcohol,
they forgot all about the window
and stuck to the alcohol."
The students were cited for
underage consumption.
"They checked our pockets,"
Slane said. "We had no idea what
was going on."
A1966 Supreme Court ruling in
Miranda v. Arizona establishes
that anyone in police custody
must be read their Constitutional
Rights before being questioned
by police. These rights known as
Miranda Rights include: the right
to remain silent, the right to
counsel and the knowledge that
statements made can be used in a
court of law.
Rodney Flemming, acting

managing attorney of Student
Legal Services, filed a motion on
behalf of Hammond and Slane to
surpress their statements, stating that they were in custody
without being read their Miranda
Rights.
The Bowling Green Municipal
Court denied the motion and
Flemming filed an appeal.
In the decision, the appellate
court stated that the question of
custody was critical.
According to court transcripts,
"[a] reasonable person ... could
easily arrive at the understanding that he was in custody. Consequently, this court concludes
that [Hammond and Slane] were
in custody, and that they should
have been given their Miranda
warnings prior to being questioned by police officers."
The appellate court reversed
the municipal court decision, but
it did not remand the case back to
the municipal court for further
proceedings. According to
Flemming, the case is terminated.

"[The Court of Appeals] made
the decision, that's the end of the
case," he said.
The city prosecutor's office
can re-file the charges and pursue the case without the statements of Hammond and Slane.
" They have to have probable
cause before they can re-file,"
Flemming said. "Without the
evidence in the statements, I
don't think they have probable
cause."
Tom McDermott, assistant city
prosecutor, said that the impact
of this will not affect other similar cases because the facts of
each case are different.
"Every case is different. The
court just felt that with three
officers, this was a custodial
stop," he said. "Every case after
this will be based on its own merits."
"It's all according to how you
talk to them," Detective Sgt.
Chuck Lewis said. "If the officer
says you're not free to go, you're
arrested.

Snow blankets the midwest
by Roner Petterson
The Associated Press

Up to 30 inches of snow piled
up on a layer of ice and brought
parts of the Ohio Valley sliding to
a halt Monday, with National
Guardsmen mobilized and major
highways shut down. Schools
were closed from Missouri to
Pennsylvania
"Nobody's moving," said Willie
Duley, co-owner of a service
station in Morgantown, W.Va.
"It's pretty bad."
A new blast of North Pole air

Anti-Klan groups In Ohio
marked the Martin Luther
King Jr. holiday Monday by
protesting at the homes of
at least two suspected Ku
Klux Klan leaders.
J PageS.

was rushing in behind the snowstorm, and Devils Lake, N.D., had
a midmoming wind chill of 92 below zero. Without factoring in the
wind. Garrison, Minn,, was the
coldest spot in the Lower 48
states at 32 below zero, the
National Weather Service said.
At least 13 deaths were blamed
on snow, ice and cold during the
holiday weekend.
Schools not already closed for
the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday were shut because of snow
and ice-covered roads in parts of
Missouri, South Dakota Minne-

On the day marking the
65th birthday anniversary
of her husband,Coretta
Scott King said poverty and
injustice do not justify violence and brutality.
□ Page 8.

sota, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Virginia, northern Georgia and
Pennsylvania Many businesses
and some shopping malls also
closed.
By midday, lighter snow and
freezing rain extended into New
England, causing numerous accidents.
State government offices were
ordered closed in IS South Carolina counties and western Maryland because of ice-covered
highways. The West Virginia
Legislature cut back its Monday

The men's basketball
team pulled into a four-way
tie for first place in the
Mid-American Conference
after defeating the Miami
Redskins 74-59, Saturday.
Q Page 9.

session and the Pennsylvania
House canceled sessions for the
week.
Ohio Gov. George Voinovich,
West Virginia Gov. Gaston
Caperton and Kentucky Gov.
Brercton Jones declared emergencies to mobilize National
Guard troops and equipment.
Louisville, Ky., Mayor Jerry
Abramson also declared a state
of emergency after 16 inches of
snow fell by late morning, the
most in the city's history.

Variable cloudiness with
a chance of flurries. High
around zero. West winds 10
to 20 mph. Chance of snow
50 percent. Tuesday night,
partly cloudy. Bitterly cold
with a low of 10 to IS below.
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Proficiency test
unfair to pupils
This past week the Ohio Department of Education released the results of the last proficiency
test. Only those with a vast amount of time on their
hands would even begin to delve into the thick mass
of numbers called a press release. However it was titled "91 percent of the class of '94 has passed the
test!" This statistic raises many questions, namely,
what happens to the other 9 percent if they don't pass
the test before they graduate in four months? The
press release didn't have the answers.
Proficiency testing was instituted in Ohio high
schools four years ago. They supposedly test students' basic skills, and the results determine the type
of diploma each student will receive. Each incoming
freshman class is first required to take the test, and
must keep taking the sections not passed until proficiency in the four areas of testing have been displayed. Then seniors are required to take it once
again.
This was a disaster four years ago, and nothing has
changed. First of all, all educational activities grind
to a halt during test week. It's not just those taking
the test, but all students in school are affected by the
changed time schedules, interrupted routines, and
general procedures.
Not only is test week a loss in the school calendar,
but teachers are now spending class time trying to
refresh memories. Again class time is being used for
test preparation activities instead of course content.
Teachers and students feel pressured and helpless at
the same time.
No proficiency test or standardized test, in The
News'opinion truly reflects one's knowledge, creativity, or abilities. Often new skills and traits grow
and develop later in life, and nobody should be penalized for immaturity or lack of distinction at a young
age. Due to proficiency testing, a lifetime can be determined by a set of tests that tell little about a human being's value.
Real intelligence and common sense cannot be
measured, nor should it be judged by another human.
These tests are an inadequate and expensive
means of determining one's future. Proficiency tests
impede students' efforts in their search for future
security.
Sadly, there is no redeeming value in proficiency
testing. The Ohio legislature needs to rethink their
decision and perhaps listen more closely to their
constituents, the present and future voters of Ohio.
The BG News Staff
photo editor
assistant photo editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor
assistant sports editor
Insider managing editor
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assistant special projects editor
copy chief
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What health care crisis?

Welcome, my friends, welcome.
Welcome to the first of many
excursions into journalistic excellence.
For those who do not remember my column from two
years ago, or who have not had
me in class, or have not heard me
making some liberal look like a
babbling idiot by debasing their
illogical, unreasoned, and insensible assertions, allow me to introduce myself.
I, contrary to the popular belief
among the misinformed, am a
moderate conservative who believes that less government is
better than more, lower taxes are
better than higher taxes, and that
the government is more often the
problem rather than the solution.
Why am I here?
Well, aside from the impeccable taste and incredibly good
judgement demonstrated by the
editor-in-chief, Kirk Pavelich, I
am here every Tuesday for the
rest of the semester to explain
things to you that you need to
know. (After which time I will be
graduating, God willing.)
Today we are going to be discussing health care. What I am
about to tell you is very, very important, so be sure to read slowly
and carefully (You can go back
and read things over again if you
have to).
There Is no health-care crisis.
No, you didn't read that wrong.
There is no health-care crisis. It
is understandable, though, why
you might believe that there is
one.
For quite some time, ever since
President Clinton began campaigning for president, he has
promised to address the healthcare "crisis" that exists in our
country. Just about any time you
hear a report on the news or in a
periodical or in a newspaper
about health care, they almost
always tell us about the latest
happening in Bill or Hillary's attempts to address this "crisis."
Hell, even I started to believe
that we had a health-care crisis.
In fact, what we do have is the
best health care in the world.
Now, I am not going to attempt to
say that the system is perfect and

mits on the total amount of public
and private spending on health
care. It would also set price controls on insurance premiums and
prescription drug prices.
If the total health-care spending exceeds the government-set
"global budget," rationing must
follow. Managed-care
"gatekeepers" would have incen-

James
Walters
that there aren't some problems
that need to be resolved.
Surely there are. I might even
be willing to give President Clinton some credit for addressing
this issue.
That, in fact, was one of the
things that I, along with many
other Republicans, were critical
of President Bush for.
What we were saying then was
that President Bush should have
used the political momentum he
had gained from the Gulf War to
push through some needed reforms to health care. He chose
not to, and the rest, as they say, is
history.
While there are problems in
our current health-care system
that need to be resolved, the real
question is where does the Clinton plan fit into all of this? Well,
with help from many sources including Empower America, I will
explain it to you.
Above all, what this country
does not need is for the federal
government to take over our
health-care system and try to run
it. If there is any health- care
"crisis," it is indeed the Clinton
health-care plan which attempts
to do exactly that.
So, what is so bad about the
Clinton health-care plan, you
ask?
Well, for starters, in the Clinton plan government bureaucracies will be granted massive new powers to ration care,
set price controls and eliminate
competition.
Central to the president's plan
is the creation of a huge new bureaucracy, the National Health
Board (NHB) which would set
"global budgets," which are li-

So much for being a "New Democrat."
However, aside from the massive cost and huge new bureaucracies involved, the worst
part of the Clinton plan may be
the fact that it strips individuals
of choice and privacy.
How does it do that?
Well, the Clinton Administra-

So I say bring on Hillary Clinton; I'll debate
the first lady any time, anywhere.
tives to ration care to comply
with the spending caps imposed
on them by the government
health bureaucracies.
The National Health Board
would also have big-brotherish
enforcement powers. If a state
fails to fully comply with its
edicts, the NHB can cut off all
health-care funds to the state or
direct the Secretary of the Treasury to impose a payroll tax on
every employer in the state.
Additionally, everyone will be
required to purchase insurance
through government "health alliances" in each region. These
health alliances would choose
which insurance plans consumers could choose among.
The Alliances could shut out
any plan whose premium is 20
percent above the average,
thereby eliminating competition
and forcing everyone into regional Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs).
What all this means is that the
Clinton plan would essentially
take away our ability to choose
our own doctor.
Another problem is that the
president's plan cannot possibly
be paid for without drastic tax
increases or by massively increasing the deficit.
Clinton originally estimated
the cory3 his plan to be $30 billion. Most economists now estimate that it will cost at least another $120 billion.
Harvard economist Martin
Feldstien estimated that the plan
would require an additional $120
billion in new taxes in the first
year alone.

tion will draw up a "standardized
benefits package" that every
American will be required to
purchase.
So much for choice.
Clinton would also require
every American to carry with
them at all times a "National
Health Care Card" which would
contain one's entire medical history on a computerized strip.
Anyone who can gain access to
the computer system could access anyone's individual records.
So much for privacy.
The president's health-care
plan, developed by Hillary Clinton, provides the wrong treatments for the wrong problems.
The problems with our current
health-care system are real and
need to be addressed. Changes in
malpractice, tax, and insurance
laws are all necessary. Universal
coverage is a worthy goal that
should be pursued.
But the president's plan which
will take power and choice away
from Americans by placing them
in a government-controlled
system which will ultimately result in higher prices, greater
inefficiency, and poorer health
care.
This is the truth, regardless of
what the Clintons would have you
believe.
So I say bring on Hillary Clinton; I'll debate the first lady any
time, anywhere.
Even on Larry King.
James Walters is a weekly Columnist for the News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
media as a power play, very tunThe BG News:
I see a need to give a warning nel-visioned and absolute, with
to students about the reality of no check and balance input from
the Student Legal Services stu- other sources. The losers are the
dent board member's decision to returning students.
I worked with Greg at SLS for
terminate managing attorney
four years before I left in May
Greg Bakies.
Because the managing attor- 1992. He is one of the most dedineys have been regularly re- cated, visionary attorneys SLS
placed after two or three years, ever had. Greg is known by his
any expertise and experience peers as an able advocate to be
developed in dealing with the reckoned with, not a pushover. It
various community Interests, appears shortsighted and vin(landlords, police, judges and dictive for the board to remove
city government) who are at Greg for "bad communication"
times in direct opposition to stu- while believing a new attorney
dents' needs or desires, has been can do a better Job.
lost.
Before Greg became managing
This is the legacy pattern attorney, there were no usable
which SLS board members ap- guidelines for operating the SLS
pear to leave behind when they office, or even for being a prograduate. It plays itself out in the ductive student board member.

Consistency in student representation was almost nonexistent
before Greg was hired. None of
the previous attorneys had addressed the tax status of the SLS
corporation, and Greg was
straightening out what remains
today a potential powderkeg of
IRS liability.
In May 1993 board member
John Babel stated his belief that
the SLS founders intended this
job to be a "stepping stone" for
young attorneys. I would like to
know his source of information.
Every few years one particular
faculty member effectively influences the student board's decision to change attorneys. One
reason given to justify this is to
get "new blood" in the office, a
strong adversarial advocate to

take on the community powers
affecting students' lives. Negotiated connections -established
through time in this job are
viewed as negative, complacent
and soft. Does anyone remember
the adversarial rep the students
had in Sandra Scott, the SLS attorney fired in 1986 after one
year at SLS? I was her law clerk.
I saw the damaging and negative
influence she had on the students' positions as an adversary
against the established community.
I strongly suggest the student
board members take a more visionary position of their significant responsibilities to SLS and
their fellow students.
Richard A. Schmidt
Attorney
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'Gangsta rap' reflects Revisionists disbelieve
rising youth violence Holocaust ever existed
I was sitting in my study, and
the music from the bedroom of
my younger daughter, Sojourner,
descended down the steps. Over
the dull hum of my electric
typewriter, I could hear the menacing words of the popular rap
artist Dr. Dre: "Rat-a-tat and a
tat like that/ Never hesitate to
put a nigga on his back." In other
words, the lyric urged young
African Americans to murder
each other.
That's exactly what's happening to our young people throughout America. "Gangsta rap" o Snoop Doggy Dogg, Dr. Dre and
company - only articulate the
epidemic of violence in our
streets, schools and neighborhoods. In predominately black
Washington, D.C., for example, in
a three-year period (1988-1990),
the number of juvenile homicide
arrests nearly tripled. Within
elements of the popular culture
of our young people, there is a
dangerous glorification of violence.
According to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
there are more than 280 million
guns in America; 2.S million were
purchased last year alone. This is
the central reason why firearms
are the leading cause of death for
black men between IS to 24 years
old. Over the next six years,
more black men will be murdered by other black men than
the total number of American
troops killed in Vietnam. That's
nothing short of a war.
But this proliferation of violence is not just a black phenomenon. It affects whites, Latinos,
Asian Americans and others. The
number of juvenile murders has
almost doubled over the past

decade, and the rate of juvenile
violent crime rose during the
same time by over 40 percent.
According to the National Center
for Juvenile Justice, a Pittsburgh-based research institute,
the murder arrest rate among all
children between the ages of 10
and 17 more than doubled, from
S.4 arrests per 100,000 to 12.7 per
100,000. In 1991, 5,356 young
people under age 19 were killed
by firearms, or nearly 15 each
day. Thousands more are wounded by firearms.
What are the economic costs
for this epidemic of violence?
According to the National Association of Children's Hospitals
and Related Institutions, it costs
more than $14,400 to treat each
child struck down by gunfire as
of 1991. That's more than what it
costs to pay for tuition at a typical four-year private college.
That's hundreds of millions of
dollars, not counting the emotional and social devastation to
tens of thousands of families.
Our federal and state governments have responded to this
crisis by addressing the symptoms, rather than the root causes,
of youth violence. Last month,
the Senate passed a crime bill
providing $8.9 billion for 100,000
new police officers over the next
five years. The Senate bill extended the death penalty to cover
52 new offenses. At the state
level, the laws have been
changed to judge youth violence
by adult standards. This fall, legislators in Florida, Colorado and
Utah initiated laws to prosecute
teenagers as young as age 14 as
adults. In California, the State
Assembly now has a bill before it

to lower the age which a person
can be tried as an adult from 16
to 14 years old. But changing
these laws, building more
prisons, and hiring thousands of
additional police, won't halt the
violence.
Violence is only partially a
question of values. We have to
find creative ways to get our
children and young people to resolve their differences in nonviolent ways. We have to get young
people to respect themselves, to
realize that when people of color
murder and maim each other that
only our oppressors' interests
are advanced.
But that is not enough. Neither
Latinos, nor African Americans,
nor poor people, produce or
profit from the proliferation of
firearms in our communities. We
don't own or reap the bulk of the
massive profits from the international drug traffic, estimated to
be worth more than $150 billion
annually. Violence is a byproduct of the illegal drug economy.
We need to crusade for drugfree zones in our communities,
schools and workplaces. We must
target the collusion and complicity of the police in the economics of drugs against people of
color. And we must condemn the
false assertion that the racist
death penalty in any way addresses the crisis of crime and
violence in urban America.
Dr. Manning Marable is a
professor of history and political
science, and director of the African-American Studies Insititiute
at Columbia University.

undergraduate student government

District One Senate Seat
Offenhauer and Prout

Applications can be picked up in
405 Student Services today
Tuesday, January 18.

Last semester the Committee
for Open Debate on the Holocaust (CODOII) caused quite a
stir on this campus for their
views that the Holocaust didn't
exist as we know it. Many
wrote letters in opposition to
what CODOH was trying to
"revision" us to believe, ;tnd
that The News even printed
their ad. All the while this was
going on no one even debated
CODOH's beliefs.
The revisionists, Bradley R.
Smith and CODOH's followers,
do admit that the Jewish people
were singled out for "special
and cruel treatment," while
maintaining their position that
the Holocaust didn't exist.
They also agree the Jews were
viewed by the Germans as a
potential danger to their war
effort, and because of this they
were forced to live in ghettos,
be conscripted for labor and
deprived of their property. According to CODOH, it was during this "maelstrom" that
many Jews lost their lives.
The revisionists contend the
German State never had a policy to exterminate the Jews or
anyone else, and the 6 million

death-toll is an irresponsible
exaggeration. The Revisionists
claim the gas chambers were
used to delouse clothing and
equipment as a lifesaving
procedure to prevent disease
at the camps. It was from this
that the myth of extermination
gas chambers emerged. The
revisionists say photographs
were used to spread the myth.
They claim the photographs
were presented in a way to
spread the "myth" of the Holocaust. They believe the pictures of the dead bodies from
the camps were the result of
malnutrition, typhus, typhoid,
dysentry, and chronic diarrhea. They also believe the people were millions of refugees
fleeing from Soviet armies
causing the camps to over populate.
All of the bodies resulted
from the Allied bombings,
which caused transportation,
the food distribution system
and medical and sanitation
services to break down. According to CODOH, the reason
all the Jews died was due to the
breakdown of transportation,
food, medical, and sanitation

services. CODOH wants us to
believe that the Nazi German
State provided all Jews and
other prisoners with a safe and
healthy place to live.
It seems quite apparent CODOH doesn't see any fault in
the old Nazi German State, instead, the blame lies with the
Allied powers. They definitely
do a good job of making the old
Nazi Germany look innocent.
The revisionists claim photographs were taken of "tens of
thousands" of healthy camp internees. They also say there
were pictures of internees
"walking through the camp
streets laughing and talking."
We were just never shown
these pictures because it would
destroy credibility in the
"myth" of the Holocaust. Mr.
Smith and his followers must
have seen these pictures to be
able to write about it. If they
have, they should show them to
try to prove their far-flung
statements they are so bold to
write about. Should they not be
able to, then they are writing
nothing but a bunch of lies.
Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The BG News.

Greenbriar Inc.
Check Out Our Fall 1994 Listings
Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

Interviews will be scheduled
on Friday, January 21.

If you have any questions, call 372-8116

The Canoe Shop
Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • Watervllle, Ohio 43566

Store Hours:

878-3700
Monday - Thursday
Friday - Sunday

10-7
10-6

MERRELL GORE-TEX»

LH.MI WEIGHT HIKING COOTS
(FOR HEN AND WOMEN)

Reg. Price 120.00
Sale Price 99.00

Cross Country/Ski Rentals

^«-«i Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted?

Just
a
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Fact LineSee tommorow'sNot
BG News for details
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Punch leads to demotion
COLUMBUS - A Franklin
County sheriffs sergeant was
demoted to deputy for allegedly
punching a prisoner last November in the county jail, the sheriff
said.
Donald A. Thomas, 50, also was
suspended with pay for 30 days,
said Sheriff Jim Karnes. Thomas,
who has been reprimanded or
suspended before, must undergo
counseling.
Witnesses said Thomas picked
a fight with Chris Dunbar, who
had been in jail since April on
federal drug charges. After the
two argued, Thomas allegedly
ordered Deputy Daniel Drake to
let Dunbar out of a locked area
that leads to the jail showers.
Drake and Deputy Robert Tiley
allegedly helped Thomas restrain
and hit Dunbar.
Karnes said Drake and Tiley
failed to properly report the dispute and were given two-day unpaid suspensions.
Thomas' attorney, Terry
Sherman, said he would appeal
the discipline to the State Personnel Board of Review. Sherman said Thomas only punched
Dunbar after Dunbar lunged at
him.

Cheating doesn't pay

CLEVELAND - A high school
math teacher has been suspended
without pay after allegedly helping students cheat on the state
proficiency examination last fall.
Shaw High School teacher Jeffrey Thomas was suspended Jan.
7 while the district investigates.

Last week, the school board voted
3-2 not to begin termination
proceedings against Thomas, a
teacher with the district for 15
years.
"The allegation is breach of
test security; answers were
shared with kids," Superintendent Hay ward L. Sims said Friday. He did not know how test answers could have been obtained
or how many students might have
received them.
The students' completed exams
were taken to a central site at
each school. One of the math test
booklets was not returned immediately during fall testing, Sims
said. He did not know how long it
was missing.
Teachers and other certified
staff served as proctors during
the exam, although Thomas was
not a proctor, Sims said.
Thomas declined to talk about
the charge. Michael Turtle,
president of the East Cleveland
Education Association, which
represents Thomas, also declined
comment.

Powell preaches hope
TOLEDO - Hope isn't enough
for underprivileged young people, retired Gen. Colin Powell
said.
"We can't just say there is
hope. You've got to make sure
that you have programs in the
community that will educate
these youngsters and then once
you've got them on the road to being educated young people, you've got to have jobs for them," he
said Thursday at a $12S-a-plate
fund-raising dinner.
"The answer is education and
jobs. If they have education, then
they can see hope - hope that
there is a job at the other end,"
Powell said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

The Pet Place
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LOS ANGELES - The National
Organization for Women is defending the county Fire Department's sexual harassment policy,
which includes a ban on adult
magazines in stations.
A firefighter, Playboy magazine and the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern California have sued the Fire Department, contending that the policy
violates free-speech rights.
On Monday, NOW filed a brief
in U.S. District Court in defense
of the ban.
Tammy Bruce, Los Angeles
NOW chapter president, said allowing firefighters to read sexually explicit magazines in fire
stations creates a hostile work
environment for female employees.
Capt. Steven W. Johnson said
his shift includes personal time
and breaks when he should be allowed to read what he wants.
A court hearing on a request
for a preliminary injunction is
scheduled for Jan. 24.

Ordeal headed for the
screen
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. -- Army
helicopter pilot Michael Durant
wants to tell the story of his 11

The Pet Place

The Pet Place

Welcome Back Students

The Pet Place

Freshwater/Saltwater Fish
Reptiles, Small Animals, Birds and a
large selection of supplies for all pets.
Deliveries available

13%
11I6S MamSl.
Mm. ■ Jri. 11 6

su.n-s

Qrcct Look} at a fraction of tht Cost

I
I

any purchase
with this coupon
expires 5/6/94
1002 S. Main St.
The Pet Place
The Pet Place

^intfirop
Terrace
flppartments

^1
I
I
I
I
352-2882

The Pet Place

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available now
Furnished and unfurnished
24 hour maintenance
Air conditioning
9 & 12 month leases
Gas for heating and cooking Included

SEE US AT THE HOUSING FAIR
JANUARY 18 FROM 7:00 - 9:00 PM
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

days in captivity in Somalia from his wife's point of view.
Durant and his wife, Lorrie,
signed a movie contract Tuesday
with Garrison Productions of
Agoura Hills, Calif. The amount
of the deal wasn't disclosed.
"The plan is to pursue the story
line through Lorrie's eyes," Durant said.
Durant's helicopter was shot
down during an Oct. 3 raid that
left 18 U.S. soldiers and nearly
300 Somalis dead. Five of the 18
soldiers killed were in Durant's
unit, the 160th Special Operations
Aviation Regiment (Airborne).
Durant, who plans to return to
duty once his injuries heal, said
he wants the movie to remember
the soldiers who died.

Repeated rapist captured
PITTSBURGH - A Cleveland
man wanted on 32 counts of rape
was arrested in Pittsburgh at the
home of relatives.
John West, 52, was arrested at 7
a.m. Wednesday by members of
the Greater Pittsburgh Fugitive
Task Force.
Authorities said West was
wanted in connection with incidents that occurred in Ohio from
July to November 1992. The accuser is 13 years old.

said he knows what went wrong
with his failed late-night talk
show:
"Basically, me. I should have
ASTORIA, Ore. ~ Voters recalled a prosecutor charged with stayed with pictures," he said in
an interview Friday on ABC's
trying to frame two police offi"Good Morning America."
cers on drug charges.
The "Chevy Chase Show" was
District Attorney Julie Leoncanceled 5 1/2 weeks after its
hardt is scheduled for trial Feb.
September debut on the Fox net22 on charges of forgery, eviwork.
dence tampering and official
"There are myriad things that
misconduct.
one could complain about that
She has pleaded innocent,
simply wouldn't look very good to
claiming she's the victim of a
conspiracy for challenging what America, so I won't," Chase said
in his first broadcast interview
she called Clatsop County's "old
since the cancellation.
boys" network.
"Some things work, some
Sixty-six percent of voters
things don't," he said. "Fox apcalled for her ouster, according
parently
felt that after five
to unofficial elections returns
weeks they had seen plenty of me
Friday night.
She asked a grand jury to indict and, frankly, I had seen plenty of
the two police officers in August, them."
Chase said he felt conflicting
but her staff later had the charemotions after the show was
ges dismissed with a public apokilled. "I was stunned, just
logy. Leonhardt claimed an instunned that I was dropped.
formant told of drug crimes in1 really was very survolving the policemen, but no
prised ... stunned and delighted.
such informant testified.
Yes, I was relieved," he said.
If convicted, Leonhardt could
He likened his experience to
face up to five years in prison and
"Ishtar," the Warren Beattya $100,000 fine on each of four
Dustin
Hoffman film flop.
felonies. Potential penalties are
"You have a lot of - a lot more
less for eight misdemeanors.
than one 'Ishtar' in your career,
and this was a tough one, because
it was TV and I wanted to get
back on it. Then I found I had
Chase knows the
very little to say.
Compiled from staff and wire
problem
reports.
NEW YORK - Chevy Chase

Prosecutor headed for
court date

QUAKE
Continued from page 1.

Los Angeles. Firefighters raced
to rescue people believed to be
trapped in the rubble of collapsed buildings.
Officers patrolled streets in
the early morning darkness to
guard against looting as police
helicopters aimed their spotlights on shattered storefronts
below.
Residents, unsettled by continuing aftershocks, huddled on
sidewalks, holding candles, and
packed their belongings into
cars. Many drove aimlessly on
darkened streets and freeways.
The quake struck at 4:31 a.m.
and was centered in Northridge
in the San Fernando Valley. It
measured a preliminary 6.6 on
the Rlchter scale, said Kate Hutton, a seismologist at the California Institute of Technology.
The jolts shook buildings in
San Diego, 125 miles south, and
in Las Vegas, about 275 miles to
the northeast. Brief power outages caused by the quake were
reported as far north as British

Columbia and western Wyoming.
Gov. Pete Wilson and Mayor
Richard Riordan declared emergencies, and President Clinton
dispatched Federal Emergency
Management Agency chief
James Lee Witt to California to
supervise relief efforts.
President Clinton declared
Southern California a disaster
area, making residents eligible
for federal assistance.
"We intend to do everything we
possibly can to help the people of
Los Angeles and Southern California to deal with the earthquake and its aftermath," Clinton
said in Washington, D.C.
The city Department of Water
and Power urged residents to boil
drinking water contaminated by
broken mains. At midday, at least
625,000 customers were without
power in Central and Southern
California, said Southern California Edison.
Long-distance phone companies routed calls away from
the region to prevent communication gridlock.
California National Guard

troops were sent in, and the Office of Emergency Services sent
about 300 search-and-rescue
teams equipped with fiber-optic
sensors and other gear to detect
structural flaws and find possible victims.
A 75-foot-high overpass connecting state Highway 14 and
Interstate 5 in suburban Sylmar
collapsed, killing a Los Angeles
police motorcycle officer, said
city Fire Department spokesman
Jim Wells.
At least 14 people were killed
when an apartment building collapsed in Northridge, and firefighters searched for any other
victims. The building housed
mostly students at nearby California State University, Northridge.
Two people died when a home
in Sherman Oaks slid down a hillside; a person was killed in a fall
from a sixth-floor window at a
downtown hotel; and five people
died of quake-related heart attacks, hospital officials said.

Finally...
A travel club exclusively for secretaries and administrative assistantsl
A travel club that is so easyl
A travel club just for yout
First Class Travel Design and Delta Air Lines
Invite you fo join fIfte CuW

tiovel design &
CrulM gollory

t

IfU CCuB is your ticket to FREE travel.

HONCRS
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
What is HSA?
HSA Is one of the most active, well-respecled organizations on campus. It provides all
BGSU students with opportunities to broaden their college experience through alternative
learning opportunities. Such opportunities include the HSA newsletter, coffeehouses.
picnics, roundlable discussions, speakers, seminars, philanthropies, and more. It you can
imagine it. then it is a possibility.
Can I Be a Member of HSA?
Yesl HSA is open to all undergraduates and graduate students, (acuity, or staff members at
BGSU. Annual dues are $10.00, and they can be paid In cash, by check, or charged to your
bursar account. There are NO other requirement s tor HSA.

CALL 354-2991

TO REGISTER

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

How Do I Join?
You are Invited to our general meeting which will be held Tuesday, Janauary 25,1994 at
9:00pm in the Honors Center, which is located In the lower level of Krelsher Quad, the
oulside entrance Is located across from the Rec Center. There will be fun, friends,
refreshments, and discussion. We want your input for this semester's activities! Dues can
be paid at that time, or you can also fill out the section below and return It through campus
mail, or you can bring your dues to the Honors office at 231 Administration Building. For
more Information please call the office at 372-8504.

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
YES 11 WOULD LIKE TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION!

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Name:
Campus Address:
Campus Phone: _
I have enclosed a check for $10.00 made out to the "Honors Student Association."
I would like to have my dues charged to my bursar account.
SSN or ID number: ,
.

llllllllllllllllll'
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Protesters respond to Klan
The Associated Press
Anti-Klan groups In Ohio
marked the Martin Luther King
Jr. holiday Monday by protesting
at the homes of at least two suspected Ku Klux Klan leaders.
There were no reports 01 violence or arrests at the demonstrations in Cleveland and Coshocton.
In Cleveland, about 20 people
including eight area residents
and protesters who arrived by
bus from Columbus demonstrated briefly outside a west-side
apartment.
"We want to send a message to
Cleveland, Columbus and the
whole state of Ohio that we won't
be turned back in our fight
against racist groups such as the
Klan," said Fred Parker, vice
president of the Columbus chapter of the NAACP.
"We can not afford to listen to
the rhetoric of such hate

groups."
The protests were organized
by the Columbus chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
Chapter President Ruth Fraling-McNeil said the protests
were intended to be a peaceful
response to a Klan rally Saturday
at the Ohio Statehouse in Columbus.
The Cleveland protest was
aimed at Vincent Pinette, the
Klan's Grand Titan of the Realm
of Ohio, Ms. Fraling-McNeil said.
Police said Pinette no longer
lives at the address where the
demonstration took place, an
apartment over a bar. Venetia
Weir, owner of the bar, said she
thought the protest was unfair.
"I don't know this man they say
lived here, and no one in the
apartments over my business
knows him. I don't want any part
of the Klan, and I don't need any

of this," she said.
Pinette could not be reached
for comment Monday. Messages
were left on answering machines
at his home and the Klan's state
number.
The protesters marched in
front of the apartment for about
IS minutes, then dispersed.
George Forbes, president of
the Cleveland NAACP, said he
does not support the Columbus
chapter's protest. But Jocelyn
Travis, 38, a member of the
Cleveland chapter, said she felt It
was important to participate.
"There's a lot of racism and hatred, and until we live together
you know we're not going to
progress," she said.
In Coshocton in east-central
Ohio, about 55 protesters, including a group of activists from
Michigan, demonstrated outside
the home of Calvin Rese. Cornell
McCleary, one of the leaders of
the protest, said Rese is a Klan

cyclops.
Rese could not be reached to
comment. There is no phone listing under his name.
McCleary said his group accomplished its mission.
"We wanted to show the Klan is
not invincible, that they're not
bigger than life. They're idiots
who happen to be dangerous," he
said.

Art contributions
influence society

He said the protesters had
agreed to stand outside Rese's
home and pray. But younger protesters, including members of
the Michigan contingent, began
to shout obscenities at two men
who came out of the house.
"They got into a shouting
match and they had agreed not to
do that before we got there. So
we got back on the bus and we
left them," said McCleary.
The other protesters left later
in their own transportation.

Insurance may hurt marinas
The Associated Press

hearing in Cleveland this month.

LORAIN, Ohio - Requiring
marine fuel dock operators to
carry $150 in liability insurance
could ruin most small-scale fueling businesses, operators say.
The U.S. Department of the
Interior's Minerals Management
Service is still determining
whether the insurance requirement will apply to small fuel
docks, spokesman John Barclay
said. The agency held a field

Norm Schultz, president of the
Lake Erie Marine Trades Association, said the insurance requirement would force the closing of every fuel dock on the
Great Lakes.
"We don't believe anyone could
afford it," he said.
Michael Simpson, manager of
Beaver Park Marina North in
Lorain, said the proposed re-

quirement would devastate marina operators.
"The insurance would cost a
fortune, even if we could get it,"
he said. The regulations were
formulated after the 1989 Exxon
Valdez oil spill, in which 11 million gallons of crude oil spilled
into Alaska's Prince William
Sound. Congress ordered
government agencies to prepare
regulations to prevent another
major spill, said Pam Harcarik,

spill prevention control and
counter measures coordinator
for the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency. One fuel dock
operator, Michael Simpson, suggested the Minerals Management
Service establish a minimum capacity level so smaller operators
are not required to carry the insurance.
"If they set a lower limit at
1,000 barrels capacity, which
would be 42,000 gallons, we don't
have a problem," he said.

The Associated Press
The National AfroAmerican Museum and Cultural Center, the target of a
bomb threat a year ago, is
trying to inform the public
about how black Americans
have contributed to the nation's history.
The Ohio Historical Society helped establish the
museum in 1988. A snowstorm Monday closed the
museum on the holiday for
slain civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr.
"If you look at the African-American experience
and African-American contributions closely, it's very
clear that they have had a
tremendous impact on society in general. And there's
very little understanding of
that," Chief Curator Floyd
Thomas said.
The museum's mission is
to educate, inspire and motivate, Thomas said.
"Most Americans are not
black. Most Americans
never really get into the
African-American experience. They very rarely
penetrate the AfricanAmerican community.
They may see African
Americans it work, but
they get a very limited
glimpse into the community," he said.

On Jan. 15, 1993, authorities said they foiled a
plot to bomb the museum,
about 15 miles east of Dayton. A Greene County man
was arrested after discussing the planned bombing
with an undercover agent,
police said.
Phillip Pummell, 29, of
Jamestown, pleaded guilty
in U.S. District Court in
August to attempted bombing. Police said they raided
his home and found Nazi articles.
"It's really difficult, if
you are a white art museum
that has specialized in
European art, to interpret
that art in such a way that it
would generate interest for
minority communities
when they don't see themselves in that art," said
John Fleming, the museum's director.
"We're here to provide a
service for African Americans, but we also provide a
service for the larger
community."
The museum was established in Wilberforce, about
15 miles east of Dayton, because it is home to Ohio's
oldest black college - Wilberforce University.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY & SATURDAY vs. LAKE SUPERIOR jj^
Get behind the Falcons in their CCHA Title chase! Pick up a ticket now or show I.D. at the door.

/>'

FRATERNITY
RUSH
SPRING '94
Info. Night
Tuesday Jan. 18th
7:30 - 9:30
in the Commons
Rush Nights
Wednesday Jan. 19th
Thrusday Jan. 20th
Tuesday Jan. 25th
Wednesday Jan. 26th
7:30 - 9:30 each night
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* if you have any question^
call the Interfraternity Council Office at 2 - 2846
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Heavy snowfall leads
to state of emergency
The Associated Press
A state of emergency was declared Monday in 13 counties hit
by a storm that dumped up to 2
1/2 feet of snow on some parts of
Ohio.
At least two weather-related
deaths and one injury were reported.
Scioto County sheriff's Deputy
Phil Malone said a man In his 80s
was found frozen to death in his
home Monday by neighbors, and
a 58-year-old man died while
shoveling snow. The victims'
identities had not been released.
Cleveland Metroparks rangers
said a woman suffering from hypothermia was found Sunday in
Brookside Park. Tammy J.
Bletsch, 33, of Cleveland, was in
critical condition Monday at
MetroHealth Medical Center.
Gov. George Voinovich declared a state of emergency in
Brown, Washington, Adams, Gallia, Meigs, Jackson, Scioto,
Lawrence, Monroe, Belmont,
Harrison, Vinton and Jefferson
counties.
The state was dispatching 48
emergency vehicles and more
than 100 National Guard troops

to those areas.
The Red Cross opened an
emergency shelter in Gallipolis
in Gallia County Monday.
In Scioto County, snowfall
reached up to 30 inches in outlying areas, Malone said. No power
outages were reported.
A heavy snow warning was in
effect for parts of northeastern
Ohio, with accumulations of 4 to 8
inches expected by late Monday.
A winter itorm warning was in
effect for much of eastern and
western Ohio.
Snow was expected to taper to
flurries by Monday evening
across most of the state. Lows
were expected to dip to minus 10
Monday night around the state.
Bitter cold was to continue
Tuesday with highs hovering
around zero.
Jim Johnson, a Toledo parking
lot attendant, said he did not
mind the snow. Northwest Ohio
received between 2 and 3 inches
Monday.
"As long as you have boots, the
snow's not bad," Johnson said.
"The snow just doesn't bother
me. But I can't get used to this
really cold stuff. I have on a pair
of long underwear, two sweaters,

a heavy coat - and I still feel
cold. It goes right through you."
In Cleveland, gas for heating
was going fast.
Terry Uhl, a spokesman for the
East Ohio Gas Co. In Cleveland,
said the company pumped 2.3 billion cubic feet of fuel to customers Saturday, the biggest
single-day volume since Jan. 20,
1985.
Many businesses closed Monday in Cincinnati, including
Kenwood Towne Centre and TriCounty Mall, two of the largest
suburban shopping malls.
Only Sears in the Tri-County
Mall remained open to sell snow
shovels and other snow removal
equipment, said store Manager
Tarry Mackanos.
Schools and athletic events
were canceled Monday across
the state. Harness racing at Lebanon Raceway also was called
off.
Ohio University said its Athens
campus would be closed Tuesday
because 12 inches of snow fell in
the area.
Shoppers at the downtown
Columbus City Center did not
seem to mind the 8 inches of
snow that blanketed Franklin
County.

House Speaker gives up
candidacy for re-election
The Associated Press
Democratic House Speaker
Vern Riffe took dozens of calls
from governors and longtime
backers Monday after formally
announcing he would not be a
candidate for re-election.
A 21-inch snowfall kept Riffe
inside his Wheelersburg home
where the phone lines were
humming.
"For the last 45 minutes I've
been on the phone continually,"
Riffe said when a caller managed to reach him.
Republican Gov. George
Voinovich phoned Sunday.
Former Democratic Gov.
Richard Celeste was among the
callers Monday.
Riffe said he also heard from
former Republican Gov. James
A.Rhodes.
Rhodes "tried to talk me out
of it, but he understood," Riffe
said. "A lot of people didn't
want me to do it. Democrats
and Republicans."
Rhodes was governor for a
record 16 years. Riffe already
holds the record for tenure as
speaker, and will complete 20
years when his term ends Dec.

31. Riffe, who turns 69 in June,
said in an interview he did not
want to commit himself to another two-year term.
"It's time to hang it up," he
said. "I just want some time for
myself, spend more time with
the family."

"It's time to hang it
up. I just want some
time to myself, and
spend more time
with my family."
Vern Riffe, Democratic
House Speaker
He said in a statement to
constituents it was time to give
someone else a chance to represent the Scioto County district where he first won election in 1958.
"I cannot express what a
privilege and an honor it has
been to serve you," Riffe said.
"This good old boy will never,
ever forget where he came

from."
Riffe will remain at the controls as Democrats try to retain
or expand their 53-46 House
majority in the November elections.
Minority Leader Jo Ann Davidson, R-Reynoldsburg, said
Riffe's decision may make it
easier for Republicans to recruit candidates and raise
money.
She said potential candidates
who may have been reluctant
to enter races because of Riffe's reputation now might decide to compete.
"They know what a key role
he has played in campaigns.
They might view it In a little
different light," Ms. Davidson
said.
Republicans were outspent
in 1992 but still picked up eight
seats in races from new legislative districts drawn to their
advantage.
"I think people were looking
at the possibility of us taking
control anyway," Ms. Davidson
said. "I think the fact that he's
moving on ... could affect our
fund raising ability."

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY vs. OHIO ... WOMEN 12:45, MEN 3:00!
Come win CASH ... be in a contestant in either of the Halftimc Shootouts!
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NEWLPVE
Over 300 Apartments and
Houses to choose From.
Stop in to See Us for
All Your Housing Needs.

Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office

Jan. 19th --> 9 -10:30 p.m.
Tart Room: UNION
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for details

HAPPY 3rd
ANNIVERSARY!
1 LOVE YOU!
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Seniors,

TONITE ! ! !

OFF - CAMPUS
HOUSING
FAIR
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

You're Out!
of the 1994
yearbook senior section
if you miss this last portrait shoot
which is underway.

Our professional
photographer is here
for only a
few days!

GRAND BALLROOM -UNION
Price Lists will be available!

Preschedule your portrait session by calling
1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338

This is your last session
and your last chance. Call new!
Walk-ins accepted! Come to 28
West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.

Come Browse!!

Free Refreshments
cuts!! I
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Sponsored by: Off - Campus Housing Office and Registered Rental
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Rand study leaves little doubt Kerrigan prepares
for the Olympics

The Associated Press

About SO U.S. servicemen
missing from the Korean War,
including three airmen shot
down in a B-29 bomber, were
taken secretly to the Soviet
Union and never returned, a
comprehensive new study
ordered by the Pentagon concludes.

The conclusion, in a report
prepared by Rand Corp. for the
Defense Department, parallels
an assertion the U.S. government
made to Moscow last September
that it had developed broad and
compelling evidence of such
transfers.
The Rand study, however, discounts the possibility that the
Soviets took more than about SO
Americans. The U.S. government
claim was of several hundred
transfers, although officials
since have backtracked by lowering their estimate and saying
their September claim overstated the certainty of their
knowledge.
Charles Fr man, Jr., the assistant secretary of defense for
regional security affairs, stated
in a Nov. 4,1993, letter that "perhaps a dozen may have been
transferred" and noted the Russian government has not admitted to any transfers.
About 8,100 American ser-

vicemen officially are listed as
unaccounted for from the Korean
War, but Rand estimates that the
true number for which there is
no direct evidence of death is
2,195, and some of those probably
disintegrated on the battlefield.
The Rand study says there is
little doubt that the Soviets took

ated independently, the study
said.
"There is no doubt, and there is
ample direct eyewitness testimony to support the conclusion
that Soviet intelligence organs
exploited U.S. servicemen in
Korea, in China and on the USSR
territory," the study concluded.
The report's author, Paul Cole,

"There is no doubt, and there is ample direct
eyewitness testimony to support the
conclusion that Soviet intelligence
exploited U.S. servicemen in Korea, in
China, and on the USSR territory."
Americans during the 1950-53
war in which Moscow's forces in
North Korea and China secretly
fought air battles against U.S.
and allied planes and interrogated American prisoners. The
main uncertainty is how many
were taken, the study said.
The Soviet 64th Air Corps was
headquartered during the war at
Mukden, China, and an air defense unit organized under the
64th was based at Andong, China,
near the Korean border. Also,
Soviet military intelligence during the war was organized under
the 64th, although the KGB oper-

said Monday he believes one of
the estimated 50 Americans taken to the Soviet Union and not returned may have been Air Force
Capt. Ara Mooradian, of Fresno,
Calif., the bombardier in a B-29
bomber shot down over Korea on
Oct. 23, 1951. Cole said he tried
unsuccessfully to locate surviving relatives of Mooradian to
alert them to his findings.

a Gulag labor camp, in late 1952
or early 1953.

Mooradian and two other
crewmen from the same B-29 1st Lt. Wayne Forest Black and
Sgt. Alios Fuehrer - are carried
on a U.S. government list of 389
servicemen whose fate the communist forces were believed to
have knowledge of. Cole said he
sees a strong possibility Black
and Fuehrer also were taken by
the Soviets.

The Associated Press

A determined Nancy Kerrigan
skated in public Monday for the
first time since she was clubbed
in the knee, and said she was on
track to compete In the Olympics.
"I think if the Olympics were
tonight, I'd be able to go out and
do my performance," the
24-year-old figure skater told a
The Rand study said the So- news conference.
viets' main interest in American
servicemen was to learn about
Kerrigan practiced for an hour
U.S. aircraft, particularly the at an ice rink in her hometown of
F-86 jet fighter and the B-29 stra- Stoneham early Monday. Later,
tegic bomber, and their technical she performed her long program.
systems such as radar-directed
gun sights and bomb sights.
Although her right leg did not

bend quite as easily as her left,
Cole obtained a decoded top Kerrigan showed no visible efsecret Soviet telegram from the fect of the Jan. 6 attack on her
Soviet chief of staff to the Polit- right knee.
buro dated Dec. 30, 1950 - six
months after the war began Kerrigan was attacked after a
that detailed the interrogation practice session at the U.S. Skatof American F-86 pilot Capt. ing Championships in Detroit on
Laurence Bach, who had been Jan. 6. Shawn Eckardt, a bodyshot down by Soviet MiG fighters guard to rival skater Tonya
eight days earlier. The message
Cole, in an interview, said he indicated Bach had been ques- Harding, and two other men have
cannot prove Mooradian was tioned by a Soviet omcer named been accused of plotting the astaken by the Soviets. But he cited Mironov, Cole wrote. The docu- sault.
circumstantial evidence, includ- ment was circulated to the entire
"I'm lucky that I wasn't hit half
ing a Soviet citizen who claimed Politburo, including Soviet
an inch lower, because my kneeto have seen Mooradian at Zimka, leader Joseph Stalin.

cap would have been shattered,"
Kerrigan said. She added: "I
would have been a whole lot luckier if none of this had ever occurred."
Dr. Mahlon Bradley, an orthopedic specialist who has worked
with Kerrigan since the Detroit
attack, said there was no swelling
in her knee joint, although the
muscle that was damaged still is
swollen and she has reported
feeling tightness on the outside
of her kneecap.
"She's got terrific motion and
her strength looks good and she
doesn't seem to be complaining
of much pain," Scot void said.
He called the practice session
"very simple skating. It was
more like a learn-to-skate program." From the rink, she
headed to a club in nearby Lexington to work out in a swimming
pool.
Bradley said the decision to return to the ice came after Kerrigan successfully simulated skating maneuvers on a slide board.
Kerrigan skated privately for the
first time at 2 a.m. Sunday.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY & SATURDAY vs. LAKE SUPERIOR §j
Get behind the Falcons in their CCHA Title chase! Pick up a ticket now or show I.D. at the door.
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BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
Welcomes Back All Students!
15% Discount on All Darkroom Supplies
for students currently enrolled in photo class.
WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full-line Photo Store
Featuring:
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras •
• Film • Lenses • Batteries •
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OGR NEW SERVICES

• Wallets & 5 x 7 photos in 1 hour •
• Jumbo 6x8 enlargements •
• black & white processing available same day •
4x6 Big Shots prints- same day
Open Mon. - Fri. 9 - 8; Sat. 9 - 5; Sun. 12-5
One hour processing and much more

Phone:
Address:

EBLGE RIBBON PHOTOS
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Film Developing
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Color Wallet Special
12 pictures for $3.99
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Ph. 353-4244
We gladly accept checks and credit cards.

Fact Line. . . chance of a lifetime
See tomorrow's BG News for details
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Holiday marked with activism
Violence continues
to mar King's dream

Clinton
talks on
equal
rights
by Sonya Ross
The Associated Press

by Leonard Pallats
The Associated Press
The New York Legislature began a special session Monday to
consider banning assault
weapons, and activists in Ohio
marched on Klan leaders' homes,
as people around the country
marked Martin Luther King Day
with a burst of activism.
On the day marking the 65th
birthday anniversary of her husband, Coretta Scott King said
poverty and injustice do not justify violence and brutality.
In New York City, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani told a mostly black
audience that he was troubled by
reports many blacks fear him. A
black woman shouted at him,
"We find you despicable."
Giuliani, who is white, defeated
David Dinkins, the city's first
black mayor, last year in a bitterly contested election.
In Albany, Gov. Mario Cuomo
was interrupted several times by
applause when he spoke at a holiday ceremony about banning assault weapons.
Some Americans have turned
the weapons into symbols of defiance in their fight against gun
control, said Cuomo, who called
the Legislature into special ses-

V
♦

X

sion to consider the ban.
"Tell me, in God's name, why
that should be legal anywhere in
the country," Cuomo said. "What
has this nation come to when it
makes an icon, a religious symbol, of a weapon?"
In New Jersey, Gov. Jim Florio
used his last day in office to call
for national gun control legisla-

"He taught us not to
be violent against our
enemies. Perhaps if
he were here today,
he would teach us
how not to be violent
against ourselves."
Reuben Greene, a Memphis, Tenn., preacher
tion. He also asked that New Jersey not reverse the state ban on
semiautomatic weapons that was
passed during his administration.
New Jersey Citizens to Stop
Gun Violence said it chose King
Day and the fifth anniversary of
a schoolyard shooting in Stock-

€ IIA It I I STOW A APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
•NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

♦
♦
♦
♦
▲

AP Photo/ AlBchrman
Mayor Roxanne Quails and Judge Leslie Isaiah Gaincs, center, lead a march honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. through downtown Cincinnati Monday.
ton, Calif., that killed five to urge
Congress to copy New Jersey's
toughest-in-the-nation ban.
In Atlanta, King's widow called
on young people to shun violence.
She cited the federal Brady law
as an example of recent progress
toward ending violence and
urged support for legislation to
require further controls on
handguns and assault weapons.
"No injustice, no matter how
great, can excuse even a single
act of violence against another
human being," Mrs. King said in
her annual "State of the Dream"
speech.
With violence racking the nation's cities. King's message is
especially important today, said
Reuben Greene, a Memphis,
Tenn., preacher taking part in a
memorial service at Monumental
Baptist Church.

"He taught us not to be violent
against our enemies. Perhaps if
he were here today, he would
teach us how not to be violent
against ourselves," Greene said.
King was murdered in Memphis in 1968 while in town to organize a sanitation workers
strike. On Monday, about 300
people braved freezing temperatures and strong wind to march
past The Lorraine Motel, where
he was shot down.
In Philadelphia, former Rep.
William Gray III, who heads the
United Negro College Fund,
called King "the supreme apostle
of nonviolence" and said it was
fitting that a campaign against
guns and violence was taking
place on the weekend honoring
him.
Philadelphia churches
launched a program Sunday

^
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"This march is about us coming together as a people," Mayor
Wellington Webb said. "We have
to be the ones to say we don't
want dope in our community, we
don't want any guns."

"I haven't seen him promote anything," said New
York activist Al Sharpton.

Do You Miss Home Cooked Meals?
Try Kaufman's Dinner Specials
/Ion. - Pot Roast
Tues. - Swiss Steak
Wed. All you can eat
{/Kf THE 10DGE
BBQRibs
Clot* to campus - Acrosa from Football Stadium
Eat at the Bar or In the DirJng Room

354-2535

Labatta lot oa Tap

^ WHITE PIZZAS

352-9638

VEGETARIAN: Green Peppers, Onion.Tomato
MEAT: Ham, Pepperoni, Bacon Bits
CREATE YOUR OWN: Choice of 3 items.
Pan style crust basted with Garlic Butter
10" $6<x>
12" $10°°
14" $12°°
COFFEE OF THE MONTH:
FRANJELICA

Can You Recycle Where You Rent

Valentine Cards & Gifts

fAlCON'JNEST
Fresh Burgerl
Crbo Pri,,
Hi Illy Beef
Teriyaki Chicktn
Sit.. Sun « MONDAY

*-"-4}u,„.Un^n„l^ltCfpWl'
ALl WEEKEND!

In Denver, Gov. Roy Romer
and other officials led thousands
of people on a march from the
Capitol to City Park, where
wreathes were placed at the foot
of a King statue.
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REGISTER TO WIN A PAIR OF FREE WHITE ZOMBIE TICKHS
White Zombie lans will want to get up & get to Bullethead
Where any $10 purchase automatically registers them
(you) to win a FRE pair ot Zombie tickets lor the Wed.
Feb. 2nd show at the Toledo Sports Arena. Special Guest
is Prong, so this is bound to be a sell out show. Donl
stay buried in boredom! Dig yoursell out an follow the
legion ol Zombies to Bullethead. Bullethead has White
Zombie T's lor $11, long-sleeved hooded T's lor $21 a
wool hats lor $11.
CREAT PRICES ON ALL stuff mm
I'l $10 - $12.25
long It $17 •
818; Hals $7.25
Patches S3;
Bandanas $4.25
Slickers $1.75
Hours: OPEN
IMS SAI
1210 7PM

offering books to youngsters who
turn in toy guns.
In Ohio, activists turned their
attention to the Ku Klux Klan,
trudging through snow to stage
protests against Klansmen in
their own neighborhoods, including demonstrations at Klan
leaders' homes in Cleveland and
Coshocton, about 50 miles east of
Columbus. There were no reports
of violence or arrests.
"We have to pull the sheets off
the Klan in Ohio," said Ruth FraUng-McNeil, president of the
Columbus chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. "A
lot of people will support our
efforts, but they will be too
scared to join us."

WASHINGTON ~ Marking Martin Luther King
Day, President Clinton said
Monday the slain civil
rights leader would be
pained to know his country
had done so little to bring
peace to its streets. He suggested King would ask,
"How come this is so?"
Clinton also used the
King holiday to announce
the start of an "empowerment zone" community development program and to
sign an executive order on
housing discrimination.
In a speech to a predominantly black audience at
Howard University, Clinton
saluted King as the nation's
premier voice "for human
rights and human potential."
And if King were still
alive, Clinton said, he would
be asking why there was
not more action to stop violence and to bring together
people who are afraid of
and alienated from one another.
"It is our duty to continue
the struggle that is not yet
finished," the president
said. "We will never do this
unless we create the ways
and means for people to
choose a peaceful and hopeful life."
"We've got a lot of walls,
still, to tear down in this
country. This is not a problem of race. This is a problem of the American family. We'd better get about
solving it as a family," he
said.
A year ago, Clinton, then
the president-elect, told an
audience at the same university that he hoped to
redeem King's promise of
equal opportunity.
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Falcons in first place Layups lead women
after scalping 'Skins
Post players provide punch in men's victory
byAndyDugan
News sports writer
The men's basketball team
pulled Into a four-way tie for first
place in the Mid-American Conference after defeating the
Miami Redskins Saturday 74-59.
The Falcons (3-1 in the MAC,
8-4 overall), who have two of
their three league wins on the
road, share the best record in the
conference with Eastern Michigan, Western Michigan, and
Miami (8-4 overall).
Head coach Jim Larranaga
said the team's success in preparing for the game allowed
them to go against the number
two scoring team in the conference and come out with the victory.
"The preparation before the
game at the shoot-around was
spectacular," Larranaga said.
"The kids there were so focused.
I left there with such confidence
in them, because their attention
was so sharp that we were in and
out and got everything accomplished in a very short period of
time."
"We looked very confident,"
Larranaga said. "That mental
preparation is the key to victory.
You really have to see yourself

playing well and know what you're going to do and then execute it
on the court. The guys did it at
practice, so I felt confident that
we would do it in the game."
Larranaga also credited the defense, which has been a strength
this season, as a major factor in
BG's win.
"The team defense was a big
key," Larranaga said. "Jay (Larranaga) and Ray Lynch did a
great job on covering Landon
Hacklm. They didn't let him
break free for any shots."
Hackim, Miami's leading
scorer as well as one of the conference's best with 18.6 points
per game, was held to one field
goal - a three-pointer.
Jay Larranaga commented on
covering Hackim.
"It was exciting to go up
against such a good player," he
said. "But it was a whole team
effort stopping him and the rest
of the team."
On offense, Jim Larranaga
credited the Falcons' three frontcourt players - Shane KlineRuminski, Floyd Miller, and
James Cerisier - with playing
good ball.
"Our three Inside guys were all
in double figures and they all
handled the ball a lot and handled

it well," Larranaga said.
Kline-Ruminski collected 16
points for BG with Cerisier right
behind him with IS points, followed by Miller with 13. Shane
Komives led the Falcons with 19
points, including two threepointers and a four-point play
that set the stage for the Falcon
victory.
"I thought the real key to the
game was when we started to isolate some people to give them
room to operate and Shane KlineRuminski hit Komives for a great
three-pointer," Larranaga said.
"He (Komives) hit the shot and
drew the foul - a four-point play.
"And then the next time, Komives reciprocated by driving
the lane and dishing it off to
Kline-Ruminski for a three-point
play," Larranaga said.
The Falcons finished the first
half with a slight lead over the
Redskins, 33-30. But it was
Miami that had the first two
scores of the second half - a
jumper by Devin Davis and a
three-pointer by Derrick Cross which gave them a 3S-33 lead.
This was the only lead Miami
saw for the rest of the game.
A jumper by Miller evened the
See MEN, page 11.

Lynch, Larranaga shut
down Redskin hot-shot
by Mike Kazlmora
assistant sports editor

When talking about his team's
surprising 74-59 trouncing of
Miami University Saturday night
Bowling Green coach Jim Larranaga got defensive.
All Larranaga wanted to
talk about is
the way that his
team was able
to shut down
the Redskins,
who came into
the game averaging just over
82 points per
game.
Larranaga
"I thought our team defense
was really a big key," Larranaga
said. "This team has put a lot of
focus on the defense."
In holding the Redskins 23
points under their average BG
was able to shut down Mil's outside aerial assault. Miami, led by
sophomore sharp-shooter Landon
Hackim, entered the contest
averaging almost nine treys a

game while shooting 39 percent
from behind the arc.
Against the Falcons, Mil's outside shooters were about as cold
as the weather outside of Anderson Arena For the game, the
Redskins were only able to connect on six of their 21 triple tries.
"One of the areas we haven't
been good at statistically has
been defending the three point
shot," Larranaga said. "We decided that we would just put
more emphasis on each individual who was guarding a threepoint shooter not to get off his
man quite as far to play help defense."
A major key in shutting down
Mil's perimeter attack was to
shut down Hackim. Hackim,
averaging over 18 markers a
game while leading the MAC in
three point accuracy, was held to
three points on the night on just
l-of-7 shooting from the floor.
"Hackim is very much a key to
our offense," Miami coach Herb
Sendek said. "We need him to be
on track to be effective."
Freshman Jay Larranaga drew

the early responsibility of defending Hackim while junior Ray
Lynch spelled him periodically
and did an equally fine job of
shutting down the miniature
Mark Price.
"As a player, defense is mostly
just effort," Jay Larranaga said.
"I think the reason that we've
been able to play such good defense at the end of the second
half is because everyone has
been willing to play as hard as
they possibly can.
"Everyone's doing it Individually but then also collectively,
we're helping out on each other's
men just playing good team basketball."
According to Jay Larranaga it
was this team defense that collaborated on stopping Hackim.
"In the game I just had so
much help and I think that Ray
did too when he was in the
game," Jay Larranaga said.
"Whenever he (Hackim) got a
screen Shane Ruminski or Floyd
Miller or James Cerisier was
coming up and denying the pass."

Tke BO Nrw»*riu.« U. S wet I
Senior center Lori Albers sinks an uncontested layup In the first balf of the Falcons' 86-75 win over
Miami Saturday. BG hit 17 layups in the game, led by Albert and the other Inside players. Albers had
10 points, 5 rebounds, 4 assists and 4 steals In 17 minutes.

BG shoots 56 percent in 86-75 victory
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor
The three-point shot is one of
the main weapons of the Miami
women's basketball team. The
Falcon women prefer a simpler
shot, the layup.
Bowling Green forced 26
turnovers - which led to many
of the 17 layups BG recorded in its 86-75 victory over Miami
Saturday.
The win keeps the women in
a tie for second place in the
Mid-American Conference
with a 3-1 mark. Overall, the
Falcons are 9-3. Miami drops to
1-3 in the MAC, 6-6 overall.
The final score does not indicate the struggle BG faced, especially in the first half. Miami
led 47-45 at intermission, on
the strength of its outside

shooting.
Miami guards Lisa Hayden
and Jennifer Wenclewicz combined to hit 7-of-ll threepointers in the first half, and
were responsible for 31 of the
Redskins' 47 points.
Miami coach Lisa Bradley
said her team is encouraged to
launch the long ball.
"We've been shooting the
three-point shot real well,"
Bradley said. "We have some
players who can shoot It. I gave
them the green light to shoot it
whenever they're open."
Hayden's triple with 2:37 left
in the first period gave the
Redskins their largest lead of
the game at 38-45. But Miami's
bombers suddenly got cold,
and BG's inside game took
over.
Michelle Shade and Tangy

Williams each hit a pai >l
jumpers, and Susie Cassell hit
one of two free throws to close
out the period.
"I thought Miami played extremely well in the first half,"
Clark said. "We were trying to
get some full-court pressure on
them and we were not able to
do that.
"They took advantage of that
and shot the ball extremely
well from the field."
BG held a slim lead throughout the second half, but didn't
really take control until the last
eight minutes of the contest.
Miami was still within striking distance at 73-68 at the 7:57
mark, but the Redskins ran out
of offensive gas. BG went on
an 11-2 tear and upped its home
See WOMEN, page 11.

Bobcats swim OU edges lady swimmers
by men's team
by Andy Dugan
News sports writer

by Jamie Schwaberow
News sports writer

sational race in the 1000 free
with a 9:39.77 for the second
fastest time in the MAC this year.
"They won by over 30 points,
but it was a lot closer than it
looked," Gordon said. "We lost
two relays and that really hurt
us. We needed to win at least one
of them."
The Falcons had the top three
finishers in three different
events: the 1000 free, the 100
back and the 200 back. In the
1000 free: Farris, Tom Stoltz, and
Tim Rogers were the top three
finishers. In the 100 back: Lewter, Jason Campbell and Farris
finished respectively. Finally, in
the 200 back: Farris, Campbell,
and Lewter were once again the
fastest.
"We are 2-5 now. I don't think
we are as bad as a 2-5 record
might indicate," Gordon said.
"Once we get to the level of performance to beat another conference team, well be the team we
are capable of being."

The Bowling Green men's
swim team had its ups and downs
Saturday against Ohio University. On the positive side, a few
swimmers improved on personal
bests, but on the negative side,
the team bowed in defeat.
The final score of the contest
was 164.5 to 133.5. This loss
brought the Falcons' record to
2-5 overall, 0-3 in the MidAmerican Conference.
"It's disappointing to lose and
then see where you could have
won," BG coach Brian Gordon
said
Winners for BG in individual
events were Mark Klapper in the
200 freestyle, Chris Lewter in the
100 backstroke, Kevin Grotke in
the 100 breaststroke, Guenter
Miller In the 200 flystroke and
Brandon Farris in the 1000 freestyle and the 200 backstroke.
Miller Improved on his own
season-best MAC time with a
"What we need Is Tim Rogers
1:51.76 In the 200 fly. Brandon
Farris was very Impressive with to start swimming up to his capahis two victories. He swam a sen- bility."

What is it like to face the defending Mid-American Conference champions with a team that
is less than full strength?
For the women's swim team,
after taking a close second place
to Ohio University at last year's
conference championships, the
result was a disappointing loss.
The women lost to the Bobcats
in their first home meet of the
semester Saturday 173-127. Despite the defeat, head coach
Brian Gordon was encouraged by
how BG swam under the circumstances.
"I was pretty pleased with the
way we performed," Gordon
said. "We raced well, though we
weren't at full strength. But,
there hasn't been a meet this
year where every one of our
swimmers have been able to
compete."
Swimmers Heather Williams
and Jill Elliott missed competition due to illness and Injury,
while Steph McColley, Leanne
Shelly, Amanda Applegate, and
Lynn Rutherford competed In a
less-than-heolthy state.
"It would be nice to see how we

could do as a healthy whole,"
Gordon said. "Hopefully in two
weeks we'll have a full team. In
most cases, though, this meet
was our best so far this season."
Highlights of the meet included three individual wins for
Cheryl Patteson, two for Josie

ual medley, with a season best
time of 2:07.66. Patteson owns the
Mid-American Conference record in the event.
Josie McCulloch turned in
times in the breastroke events
that were second to her own In
the conference's fastest times. In

"I give credit to those swimmers and divers
who were there to be competitive. I think
with a full squad we would have had a heck
of a meet."
Brian Gordon, swim coach
McCulloch, and one for Michelle
Pilling - all making marks as the
conference's top performers.
Patteson won the 200 butterfly
with the conference's fastest
time of the season with 2:05.51.
"I expected Cheryl to have a
good fly, but not that good," Gordon said. "It's concievable she
could be our best 100 flyer. Her
time is the third fastest in BG
history. She got in a groove and
swam well."
Patteson also won the 200
backstroke In 2:07.98 - the fourth
fastest time in BG history, as
well as her forte, the 200 indlvid-

the 100 breaststroke McCulloch
won with a 1:04.99, and she finished first In the 200 breast with
a time of 2:21.27.
Gordon commented on McCulloch's performance.
"I think Josie had a very good
meet," he said. "It's hard to face
competition when you've never
lost in a conference dual meet
and you know that all eyes are on
you. She handles It well."
McCulloch said she was happy
with her times even though they
weren't season bests.
"Considering I've been sick, I
was pretty happy with my

times," the women's captain said.
"There were others who swam;
very well, like Cheryl and Mo
Sullivan. They had a great meet."
Sullivan pasted season best
times in the 500 and 1000 freestyle.
Pilling also moved up in conference rankings with her win in
the 500 freestyle with a time of
5:04.88. The time is the fourth
fastest in the conference and
ninth fastest in BG history.
Patteson and McCulloch also
combined with Applegate and
Kerrin McCarthy for a win in the
400 medley relay with a time of
4:00.35.
Gordon expressed appreciation for all of those who were
able to make the meet happen.
"I give credit to those who
swimmers and divers who were
there to be competitive," he said.
"They tried to make the most of
It I think with a full squad we
would have had a heck of a
meet"
McCulloch agreed with her
coach.
"I think if our team could've
been all together and ready to go,
the meet would have been a lot
closer," she said.

•l
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Men's team on Hockey swept by Irish, MSU
the right track
Falcon netminder Bob Petrie as BG was
having with Buzak.
After a shift in which BG dominated possesion of the puck but couldn't get a good
shot, speedy MSU center Anson Carter corralled a poor clearing pass and headed a
three on two Spartan rush. Petrie stopped
Carter's initial point-blank shot, but the rebound came back to Carter in the crease,
who netted it for what turned out to be the
game-winning goal.
Three minutes later, with the Falcons on
the power play, Todd Reirden lost track of
the puck in the neutral zone. Spartan left
wing Rem Murray seized the loose puck and
blasted a shot from Petrie's left into the far
upper corner of the net. The short-handed
goal was the Spartan's first of the season.
Matt Alber's tally at the 13:31 mark of the
third period sealed the game for MSU,
whose record inproved to 13-6-3 overall,
10-4-3 in the CCHA.
Although the Falcons were shut out for the
first time since Michigan's Steve Shields

by Brian Mart
News sports writer

by John Boyle
News sports writer

The first event of any year traditionally does not mean much in
terms of an entire season. This
weekend's men's track meet was
no different.
Toledo rode a late surge enabling them to overtake Bf for
second place in Saturday's quadrangular meet at the Fieldhouse.
Western Michigan won the
meet with 64
points, followed by
Toledo with 45,
BG with 44 and
Findlay with 11
points.
"Going into
the last three
events we were
Sink
only five points behind WMU and
ten points ahead of Toledo," BG
head coach Sid Sink said. "In the
last three events we got clobbered. We ran out of gas and just
didn't have it."
Although Sink was disappointed with the finish, he was happy
with the total team effort.
"We really competed,"he said.
"We were right in the meet the
whole way."
BG's Brad Schaser and Scott
Powell finished strong in the onemile run, which was a pleasant
surprise, according to Sink.
"We finished first and third
and really aren't in that good of
shape,"he said.
Something that came as no
surprise to anyone was the performance of BG sprinter Scott

Thompson. Thompson finished
first in the 55m hurdles with a
time of 7.29 seconds - a provisional NCAA qualifier.
A time of 7.24 seconds in the
event guarantees a position in
National Championships, Sink
said.
"Obviously, Scott Thompson
had the performance of the meet
in the hurdles," Sink said.
The next two meets for the
Falcons ~ the Eastern Michigan
Open and the Michigan Relays are unscored meets, which will
enable Sink to experiment \/ith
his lineup.
"We'll run people in different
events. We run them in some
tougher events to get them in
shape," Sink said. The Falcons
next scored meet is Saturday,
Feb. 5 at home against Akron,
Ashland and Central Michigan.
This meet, according to Sink, will
be a better indication of the
team's progress.
"We have a long way to go,"
Sink said. "We're definitely not
one of the top teams in the MidAmerican Conference. I think in
three weeks you're going to see a
much better team."
•Other BG placers:
SSm Hurdles - (3) Rick Marinelli
Shot Put - (2) Adam Rose, (3)
Geoff Fiedler
Pole Vault - (1) Travis Downey, (2) tie: Brian Sabo, Ricky
Kappel
800m - (2) Glen Lubbert
200m - (1) Aaron Straw, (2)
Scott Thompson

A season that started out with promise for
the Falcon hockey team is quickly becoming
one destined for mediocrity.
After losing road contests this past weekend to Central Collegiate Hockey Association rivals Notre Dame and Michigan State,
the Falcons enter their toughest stretch of
the season in danger of falling below .500
and losing the top four standing that has
been a team goal this season.
On Saturday, MSU goaltender Mike Buzak
stymied the offensively impotent Falcons,
saving 26 shots and recording his second career shutout in the 3-0 whitewashing.
"Buzak was solid [Saturday], Bowling
Green head coach Jerry York said. "He is
clearly one of the better goalies in the
league."
For the first period and half of the second,
the game was a defensive clinic. MSU was
having as many problems trying to solve

turned the trick Jan. 16, 1993, York was
pleased with his squad's performance.
"We played more determined, more forceful than the last couple of games we played. I
thought we had oppurtunities to score goals.
It was a well- played college hockey game."
Friday's 3-2 loss to Notre Dame was uninspiring at best.
BG looked unenthusiastic and unemotional
for much of the game against the underrated
Fighting Irish(8-14-2 overall; 6-10-2 in the
CCHA).
Although they played solid defense for
most of the contest, it was a defensive lapse
that put the Falcons in the hole. Blueliner
Chad Ackerman lost the puck while skating
across his own net, and UND left wing Brent
Lamppa deposited the gift past Petrie at the
4:42 mark of the first period.
Ben Nelson's second period goal at the 7:53
mark put the Fighting Irish up 2-0.
Brandon Carper scored BG's only goal of
the weekend in the third period to make the
final 2-1.

Price optimistic about season
mostly of freshmen.
Three freshmen took first
place in their events. Kaleitha
Johson placed first in the 55 hurdles with a time of 8.41, Nikki
Sturzinger finished on top in the
shot put with a toss of 44 feet 4
inches, and the 3,000 was won by
Laura Hall with a time of
10:26.38.

by Steve Wlldman
News sports writer

The women's track team
opened up the 1994 season Saturday in grand fashion as they were
able to beat out Western Michigan, Toledo and Findlay at the
Field House.
"We won by the margin of victory I had hoped for," head coach
Steve Price said.
The Falcons won with a total of
54 points. The closest competition was Western Michigan with
36 points. Findlay finished in
third place with 35 points, while
Toledo finished fourth with 17
points.
BG put in a strong performance with a team that consisted

Other strong performances by
members of the squad helped BG
win the meet.
Tracey Losi won the mile with
a time of 5:12.56 while teammate
Renee Strayer finished second
with a time of S:16.29. Strayer
also finished second in the
3,000-meter run with a time of

Gregory the 200 with a time of
10:51.06.
Jump specialist Jane Moeller 26.06.
was suffering from an upper
After Saturday's performance.
Price was very optimistic about
respiratory infection, and was the remainder of the season.
questionable to even perform at
"We are going to get stronger
the meet. Moeller did perform,
however, and won the high jump as the season progresses," Price
with a leap of 5 feet 2 inches. She said. "This team can do just as
placed second in the 55 hurdles well this season even though we
with a time of 8.67, and also lost a lot of seniors last year. I
placed second in the triple jump have not been as excited about a
team as I am about this one."
with a leap of 36 feet 5 inches.
The Field House has had a posiKristen Gaddis took second in
the 5,000-meter run with a time tive effect on the squad.
of 18:31.08.
"Training in the Field House
Third-place finishers included
Nikki Lessig in the shot put with has helped us," Price said. "We
a throw of 41-11 1-4 inches, Mi- ran times today that would not
chelle Mueller in the 800 meters have been possible until midwith a time of 2:24.50 and Clarice February."

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY vs. OHIO ... WOMEN 12:45, MEN 3:00!
Come win CASH ... be in a contestant in either of the Halftime Shootouts!

ISr^We Need You! \m
Homecoming '94 will be like none other
Be a part of the committee
that makes it happen

50% s&

^-rfu-coiM* «u(uo'm«io''("s K'.XCONOVV

n
n

WEDNESDAYS, 8:00 -10:00 P.M.
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS BUILDING
CHORAL ROOM (ROOM 1040)
NEW MEMBERS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME

.

As Alumni of BCSU, we are familiar with the many events which go on
throughout the year.

353-2444

Call Visual Advantage: Signs By Design for a complete list ol prices on signs
and banners for your every occasion.

MONDAY - FRIDAY 8am-8pm
SAT. 8am-4pm -SJN. 12 noon-5pm

Interested? Come to the BG News
204 West Hall for an application.
Deadline 1/21/94

• 10% Student Discount •

n

r

Benefits:
- excellent resume builder
- polish your sales skills
- flexible work hours
- must have own car

n
n
n
n

In helping you better prepare for; show your spirit; or voice your opinion;
Visual Advantage introduces a variety of visual displays for:
• Creek functions • organizational activities •
• rallies • special events • sporting events

J

1087 S. MAIN STREET
Hul U Plot H*

SALES INTERN FOR THE
GAVEL MISCELLANY

wnrnrnn
I . I

Visual Advantage: Signs By Design would like lo welcome all returning and
new students to BCSU for Spring '94.

WANTED:

ARE YOU TALENTED IN
TEACHING/PLAYING
GOSPEL MUSIC?

GOSPEL CHOIR
REHEARSALS

.
I

SAME
AS CASH

?????????????????????????????

UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
PLEASE COME TO

^E£
20772 Tontogany Ok. Rd.
^Bt
Bowlini; Green, OH 43402
■^
(419)823-3474
Bjrmera" Boat lettering • logo Design • Magnetic Signs • Scanning • Specialty Signs • Vehicle
lettering • Vinyl Graphics • Really Signs • Traffic Control Signs • Construction Signs

TUffy

•■"NOhK* *IU(UO*OT>«0<!!«6 BCOU-'ONOM*

50%

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
SINGING/PERFORMING GOSPEL
MUSIC?

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
COMMITTING TO AND
INTERACTING WITH STUDENTS
WHO ENJOY GOSPEL MUSIC?

* WINTER
••: SPECIALS

SAVE on our compiele Inventory ol lop quality, lilelime
| warranted take pads & shoes - good (or as long as
I you own your car with Tutft/s expert Drake service.

. SAVE on our compteW Inventory ol top quality, lifetime
I warranted rrwfllers - Qood tor as long as you own
I your car

inrn ?n
?????????????????????????????

v
9t^Visual
- Advantage

! LIFETIME MUFFLERS
Auto Service
*
OFF
Centers
Tuffy Does It Right!
LIST*

First meeting: Wed. Jan. 26th
7:00 p.m. in 200 Mosley
All Welcome
Call 2-2343 for details

n

■BRAKE PADS & SHOES

i
i
i
i

I
I
I
I
I I 50% OFF ANY SANDWICH
I
PRESENT THIS COUPON
I
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SANDWICH
I I WITH THE PURCHASE
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
I 522 E. Wooster 354-0011
EXP. 3/31/94

J

STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING
WE ARE BACK & WE ARE BETTER

rjflE ALL i\t:\f

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office
Located in Cherrywood Health Spa

Leasing Summer & Fall

'With
itn
The Shark
88.1 FM
WBGU

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

,.(

BG's
BEST CALL-IN
SHOW
Call us->372-2826

TONIGHT
10pm

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

See you at Housing Fair!

WHEN YOU GIVE BLOOD YOU GIVE ANOTHER BIRTHDAY

-

-i
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OU breezes past Zips KC 's defense is key
The Associated Press

ATHENS - Gary Trent scored
18 points In a game marred by 54
fouls as Ohio University beat Akron 85-64 Saturday in the MidAmerican Conference.
Trent was assisted by Chad
Estis, who scored 17 points in his
13 minutes of play.
Ohio U (10-5 overall, 2-2 in the
MAC) had four players contribute to an 8-0 run that gave the
Bobcats their biggest lead of 27
points to make it 66-39 at 7:57 in
the second half.
Akron's last lead was 7-5 at
17:45 in the first half. The Zips
came as close as one point twice
in the second half.
Akron (6-6, 0-4) was led by Lamonte Frierson with 16 points
and Chris Richardson and Eddie
Kellum with 11 each.
Both teams had 27 fouls, but
Doug Jackson and Torrey Kershaw fouled out for Akron.
MOUNT PLEASANT - Leon
McGee had 19 points and
Western Michigan held Central
Michigan to 37 percent shooting
Saturday as the Broncos handed
the Chippewas their sixth
straight home loss, 57-49.
Central drops to 1-11 overall,
0-4 Mid-American Conference
and is off to its worst start ever.
The Chippewas previous worst
start was 1-9 during the 1960-61
season.

The Broncos (10-3, 3-1) used a
14-4 spurt late in the first half to
open a 33-25 lead and led 33-29 at
halftime. Central regained the
lead in the second half, leading
44-41 with 8:30 left when Corey
Henderson hit a pair of free
throws.
But Saddi Washington hit a
3-pointer 24 seconds later to tie
the score and ignite an 8-2 spurt
by the Broncos. The Chippewas
never got closer than three again.
Vinton Bennett had 14 points
for Western, while Marcus Culbreth had 15 points for Central,
Tyrone Hicks had 11 and Rob
DeCook had 10.
TOLEDO - Archie Fuller
scored 16 points Saturday to help
Toledo defeat Kent 64-54 in the
Mid-American Conference.
Darcll Sizemore added 11 for
the Rockets, who improved to 7-5
overall, 2-2 in the conference.
The Golden Flashes dropped to
the same record.
Kent led 29-2S at the half, but
Toledo took the lead for good at
8:42 when the Rockets went up
47-45 on a Fuller 3-pointer.
Kent State was held scoreless
until 5:06 when Nate Reinking hit
a 3-pointer to bring the score to
56-48.
Rod Cook led Kent with 18,
while Reinking had 14.

Toledo outshot Kent 72 percent
to 40 percent in the second half.
Toledo went 7-for-9 on 3-pointers in the second half after going 0-for-5 in the first half. Fuller
hit all five of his three-pointers in
second half, failing his two other
attempts in the first.
YPS1LANTI - Steve Payne
scored 23 points, including four
that keyed an 8-0 spurt near the
end of the game to give Ball State
a 69-65 victory over Eastern
Michigan Saturday night.
Payne scored 15 points in the
first half but had only four points
in the second half before keying
the surge for the Cardinals (6-6
overall, 2-2 Mid-American Conference).
Eastern (8-4,3-1) led 61 -60 with
5:25 left when Payne hit a pair of
free throws at 5:25 to start the
run. He added a putback with
3:00 left, and Jeermal Sylvester,
who had 16 points and 12 rebounds, scored on a tip in. James
Gilbert added a layup with 28
seconds left to give Ball State a
69-65 lead.
Eastern Michigan led by as
much as 31-24 in the first half,
but the Cardinals used an 11-2
run to take a 3S-33 halftime lead.
Payne also had 10 rebounds.
Kareem Carpenter led Eastern
with 14 points and F.llery Morgan
added 12 points.
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Mid-American Conference
Men's Standings
Conference
Overall
School
W
L
W
L
Western Michigan
3
1
10
3
1
Bowling Green
3
8
4
Eastern Michigan
3
1
8
4
1
7
5
Ohio
2
2
10
5
Toledo
2
2
7
5
Kent State
2
2
7
5
Ball Stale
2
2
6
6
Akron
1
3
6
6
Centra] Michigan
0
4
1 11

Saturday's Results
Western Michigan 57. Centra) Michigan 49
Bowling Green 74. Miami 59
Toledo 64. Kent State 54
Ball State 69. Eastern Michigan 65
Ohio IS. Akron 64
Wednesday's Games
Kent State at Akron
Toledo at Ball Slate
Eastern Michigan at Miami
Central Michigan at Ohio
Bowling Green at Western Michigan
Women's Standings
Conference
Overall
School
W
L
W
L
Toledo
4
0
II
1
Ohio
4
0
14
Bowling Green
3
1
9
3
Kent Stale
2
2
9
3
Central Michigan
2
2
5
7
Western Michigan
2
2
14
Miami
13
6
6
Ha1.: State
13
3
1
Akron
13
3
9
Eastern Michigan
0
4
I 10
Saturday's Results
Ohio 65. Akron 32
Toledo II. Kent Stale 72
Bowling Green 16. Miami 75
Central Michigan 63. Western Michigan 61
Ball State SI. Eastern Michigan SI
Saturday's Gamea
Kent Slate at Akron
Toledo at Hall Slate
Eastern Michigan st Miami
Bowling Green at Western Michigan
Central Michigan at Ohio

The Associated Press
With the Super Bowl sweepstakes down to
four teams, there are a couple of intriguing possibilities for the NFL championship in Atlanta
on Jan. 30.
1) Kansas City vs. San Francisco, Joe Montana
vs. Steve Young. Montana is still the Bay Area's
favorite, Young the upstart who took the job of
the man who won four NFL titles there.
2) Dallas vs. Buffalo, a rematch of last year's
Super Bowl blowout, with the Bills going for a
record fourth straight loss. Last year, the Cowboys won 52-10.
The Bills and Chiefs will meet in Buffalo next
Sunday for the AFC championship, while the
49ers and Cowboys will play in Dallas for the
NFC title.
It's almost as predicted - Kansas City's win in
Houston on Sunday was the weekend's only upset. And it brings us four quarterbacks - Montana, Young, Jim Kelly and Troy Aikman - who
have eight Super Bowl starts, four Super Bowl
MVP trophies and three league MVP awards
among them.
But gone with the weekend are some of the
other fun possibilities - like Houston-Dallas for
the championship of Texas first, then the rest of
the world; Giants-Bills between Dan Reeves and
Marv Levy to determine the first coaches to lose
four Super Bowls; and Giants-Raiders - Phil
Simms vs. Jeff Hosteller on the field instead of
in the New York media.
But we have what we have, and this is what it
looks like:

Kansas City (13-5) at Buffalo (13-4)
The Chiefs won 23-7 on Nov. 28, but that was
in Kansas City, not in the arctic wasteland that
Rich Stadium becomes every January. The Bills
are 7-0 in playoff games there, although not all
have been easy, including Saturday's 29-23 win
over the Raiders.
The key may be the Kansas City defense,
which came alive against Houston with nine
sacks. Montana's magic helped - two touchdown
passes in 54 seconds of the fourth quarter - but
the second was set up by Derrick Thomas' sack
that forced a Warren Moon fumble at the Houston 12.
Still, Montana threw for 299 yards, his high as
a Chief, and would have had more if he hadn't
had some drops in the first half.
Kelly also had his best game this season for
the Bills on Saturday, 27 of 37 for 287 yards.
This one probably comes down to turnovers.
The Bills forced 45 this season to lead the
league; the Chiefs got four on Sunday against
the Oilers in their best defensive performance
of the seasons since Nov. 28, when they beat
Buffalo and intercepted Kelly three times.San
Francisco (11-6) at Dallas (13-4)
A rematch of last season's NFC title game,
won by the Cowboys in San Francisco 30-20.
The teams also met Oct. 17 in Dallas and the
Cowboys won 26-17, but it was a one-point game
until Marc Logan fumbled just as the Niners
seemed poised to take the lead. Tom Rathman,
whom Logan was replacing, is now back at fullback.

MEN

WOMEN

Continued from page 9.

Continued from page 9.

score up and BG took it from
there. Miami stayed within five
points for most of the period until
there was 2:50 left on the clock
and Komives scored the crucial
four-point play. The KlineRuminski layup put the score at
63-54.

record to a perfect 4-0.
The Falcons hit season highs
in assists (25) and field goal
percentage (.563) Saturday,
and received 67 total points
from their inside game.
"It wasn't just how we were
shooting the ball," Clark said.
"But the looks we were getting
at the basket. I thought our
posts were working very well
together. Our outside people

C

CARTY ItlVlll

If 316 E. Merry Apt. 3
*
353-0325
\o« Leasing 94-95

were looking for our inside
people."

Talita Scott scored 17, while
Williams and Lori <\lbers tallied 14 and 10, respectively.

Q*!$Sl BOOK NOW FOR
THE BEACH!
7 DAY PACKAGE!
FROM $135*

School Year
House* and Apartment

Very Close to Campus
All units furnished
Reasonable rates
Apts. 9 and 12 month leases
Student Legal Service Standard
Lease Available
WHERE *\RE YOU GONG TO UVE?

!r*^KH^5ii*«C^
151 GULF-FRONT ROOMS IN THE HEART OF
FANAMA CITY BEACH. WORLD-CLASS NIGHT
CLUBS. ATTRACTIONS AND RESTAURANTS NEARBY.
BEACH ACTIVITIES ON THE PREMISES. CALL T0PAYI

CMTEAU

PERSONAL QUEST

MOT

(formerly LE Club 8)

13th YEAR!

The Falcons had four players
in double figures, all post
players. Shade hit 10-of-17
shots en route to 22 points, her
third 20-point effort of the
season. She also collected a
game-high 7 rebounds.

1-600-674-6626
12625 Front Beach Road
ftnama City Beach, Florida 32-107

* ftr paraon, quad occupancy 4. 5 and 6 day packaam a *c ava .apiRaaervitlona and advance deposit rtqulrtd. Room damage depoalt rsaulred.
Rataa do not includa tax or tmnaportation and ana non-commlaalon Ma.
Ont parting parmlt par atanMnJ room. Kttchanattaa and aultae
jvaiiade at additional charga.

«*fc
SOOTH PADHE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND
r-L-O-rt-l-D-*
DAYTON A BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD
C-O-L-O-aVaVD-O
STEAMBOAT
VAIUBEAVER CHEEK

BRECKEHRIDQEIKEYSTOHE
HaC-V-tVO-A
LAS VEGAS
■•O-U-T-H C-ft-lt-O-L-l-N-A
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHUREI

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

Make exercise a part of your life
Manage stress
Control weight
Make healthy food choices
Face new challenges!!
For more information call 732-7482 or 372-2711

Welcome to BG!

Sign up in the Student Recreation Center's Main Office

1<800*SUNCHASE

• Cocktails • Snacks • Appetizers • Sandwiches •
• Complete Dinners • Mexican Food (Mon., Wed.) •
• All You Can Eat Baked Chicken Dinner $5.95 (Tues.) •
• Prime Rib (Tues., Thurs., Fri.) •
• Smoke Free Room Available •

(during office hours)

163S. Main St. 352-2595
FAX: 353-5210

Panama City Beach, FL Holiday Inn Beachfront
*
*
*
*

All beachfront rooms
* Beach V-ball Tournaments
Full size refrig. in every room * Afternoon welcome party
Daily contests and giveaways * 4 parties with no cover
and FREE beverases
Discount coupon book

March 10 - 26th

iv«*«<*1H

$160 hotel only
$256 hotel & bus
transportation
Sign-up In the UAO office beginning Jan. 19th

BY
SPRING
If you ore 40 or
more pounds
overweight, we'll
lake you down 3
sizes by spring*

,
,

aaf .araa-a l» af.-M. 1T1-WM a-TklTTOC'
CfNTEBSr
/
WEIGHT CONTROt CEN1

.
,

Prime Rib Dinner
\
Buy one complete dinner on i
Tue». & Thurs. and receive a ,
free piece of peanut butter pie.

expire. 2-1-94

1

1
1
1

Enjoy our f-amily style
Baked Chicken Dinner
Tuesday night & we'll include
a small sundae.

expire. 2-1-94

■
1
1
i

expire, 2-1-94

GUARANTEED!
354-4500

Mexican Fiesta
Mon. & Wed. Nights
Buy one Mexican Platter
* Receive 3 FREE Tacos!

Opened Face Roast
Beet Sandwich
Buy one & enjoy Salad Bar
at no additional charge.
Mon.-Fri. 11-2

D

expire. 2-1-94

1
Spaghetti Dinner
!R ™ Price Dinner
in
TL
--La. • Buy one complete dinner after
1 Buy one on Thurs. night
8 pm ^ night
t
1 * Receive a meatball sub. 1
2nd Dinner 1/2 price.
1

expires 2-1-94

•

expire. 2-' ,4

|
,
,
■
•

\
.
1
1
1

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
THE 14TH ANNUAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE IS
COMING TO BGSU..

Rush UAO! Rush UAO!
Come to our open house January 1981 from
9- 10:30 pm.in the Tati room of the Union. Fine
out what the largest student programming
board on campus realty does, end how you can
pel involved. Meet officers and board member*. Join a cool commineel Tour our office at
330 University Union. Refreshments. See you

fatal

Rush UAOI Ruah UAO'
"INTO THE STREETS"
The Kickotf is comingi
The Kickotf II corning!
Come & find oul how you can contribute to on*
of the biggest community service projects of
the year tonight at 8 pm m Rm 102 BA
" INTO THE STREETS ■BOCTM*
Wednesday. Jan. 19
6 30 PM m 133 LSC
Topic Integrating MathemaDcs
by Shirley Hodapp
Everyone Welcome I
Alpha EpsiIon Delta
National Pre-Professorial Honorary
Tues. 1/18.630 pm334 LSC
Organizational Meeting
Wed l/l9.6:30pm334LSC
Pnnceton Review
ALL Are Welcome I
APrCS
General Meeting, BA 116 al 7:30 pm
Thursday. January 20.1094
Speaker Monica ReicMe Topic: AppkcaOon of
Course Theory in Buaintaa.
AlUntton NontradHtonal Students:
The Nontraditional Student Assooaoon represents you. The neit NTSA meeting Is
Wednesday, January 19 at 1130 am in the
Main Lounge of the Off Campus Student
Center (ground floor. Mosefey Hal). Please
join us and help make nontradnonals a true
force ai BGSU Now members welcome.
Be a part of the team!
The WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION has
leadership positions available. For more information, join us at our first weekly meeting Sun.
Jan. 23 4pm 1106 Offenhauer West or call tit
WSA office at 372-2249.
Come Join Us
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
TONIGHT AT 9:15 in 202 Educ.
"Leadership in the Community"

STUDENT ORGANIZATION DIRECTORY
supplements for the Spring Semester are currently available in the Office of Student Activities and Onemaoon. Room 405 Student Services. Pick up a coppy while supplies last. This
will give you a complete listing of registered
campus organizations.
The
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
welcomes its members
OLD t NEW
10 our first general meeting I
TUESDAY.JANUARY18
9:00 pm
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER

ITVA
Meeting Wed. 1/i9at9:1Spm
at WBGU 27 TV studio.
Anyone interested in t.v may come.
Lots of Infol
Join hundreds of former BGSU students In ex
penenong meaningful volunteer placements.
Meeting tor volunteers to tutor children, teach
English as Second Language to adults, or work
with mentally and physically handicapped
adutta will be on Wednesday, September S
from 6 00 - 7 00 cm. at United Christian Fellowship Center, corner of Ridge and Thurson
For more further information, contact Amy
Breilman or Bma Rphatgi at 352-7S34.
LATINO STUDENT UNION MEETING
TUESDAY. JANUARY 18
6 P.M. TAFT ROOM/UNION
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
Tuesday Eve. January 18

7 pm - 9 pm
Pnce list of available facilities will be provided.
Sponsored by Off-Campus Housing Office and
Registered rental Agencies.
PERSONAL QUEST
Get ready for Spring Break!!
Join PERSONAL QUEST
Keep your New Year's resolutions!
Join PERSONAL QUEST
Set your dtness/wellness goals & reach them
Join PERSONAL QUEST
New semester, new YOU11
For more informationcall-372-7482 or 372-2711
Personal Quest Kick Off
9pm- midnight. Thura.. Jan. 27th
Bowl r' Greenery
Sign up for PE RSONAL QUEST
in the SRC Mam Olfice

FRIED CHICKEN
BARBECUE RIBS
GOURMET DESSERTS

Watch for detailsl
TOUR GUIDES WANTED!
FOR 1994-85
The Admissions Office Is
h "ng TOUR GUIDES
Applications are Available
JAN.S1st-FEB.4lh
on the First Floor ot
McFALL CENTER
All are welcome ro appfyl
Call 2-9866 for more inlo.
TOUR GUIDES WANTED!

Eff. apartment, 215 E. Poe Rd., starts
at $205/mo. includes all utils.

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located al 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of apb.
we have available.

c.if,'

Attention Parent Students:
The Nontraditional Student Association caters
ro parent students' needs. Next NTSA mtg. is
Wed.. Jan 19, at 11:30 am in the Main Lounge
al the OH Campus Student Center (ground
floor. Moseley Hall). Please join us to share
concerns about your conflicting roles and see
how we can help

CALL FOR FREE ALL DAY DELIVERY!
DIBENEDETTO'S PIZZA, PASTA
SUBS AND SALADS. 352-4663

Tueed.y, January 18,1994,6-7pm
or
Wednesday, January 19,1994, S-7pm
ASSEMBLY ROOM • MCFALL CENTER

Would you I ke lo be a DJ? Then come to tie
WBGU training class starling Thursday, January 20 and lasting for 5 weeks. Lots ol fun end
pertiepe e chance et fame.

CITY EVENTS

Career-related experience
PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Start NOW.
Fr. So. Jrs. NEW to co-op. come to
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Friday, Jan, 21at
330 p.m., 1007 BA Building
BE THE RE I Details: 372-2451
Comedians get ready!
Campus Expressions is bringing to BGSU a
comedy Night Competition. Win a money prize
lor being the funniest. For more info, and signup, call Deb at SAO. 2-2843 or stop by 405
Student Services Sponsored by S O L.O

BRATHAUS - Thursdays
50 cents Happy Hours
6-9pm- No cover - 19andover

Do you need e Formal drese?
I have two 'or sale, call
Steph at 362-7281 if interested!

BRATHAUS - Fridays and Saturdays
50 cents Happy Hours
4 9 pm Nocover - igandover
Come in before and after hockey games

FRATERNITY
RUSH NIGHTS
FRATERNITY
RUSH NIGHTS

BRATHAUS • Sun, Mon, Tue. « Wed
Happy Hours All Night
Bar open 6 pm-19 and over

JAN. 19, JAN. 20
7:30-9:30
JAN. 25, JAN. 28

LOST & FOUND
LOST: A Black Ricoh Camera in a black case
with a red stripe Rewardi CALL DAN
3723646

SERVICES OFFERED
Dale Party coming up? Rent a place to have
your gathering 15-20 mm from BG. Excluded
area - LOTS OF PRIVACY Call 288 3638 Access to bands A DJ's.
NEED ADJ.?
For: Fraternity or Sorority events, dances,
Reunions, weddings, etc...
Call 354-0201 ask for Kirk
NEED A PHONE NUMBER?
WE HAVE THE ANSWER
VOICEMAIL
ONLY »l2.95 A MONTH
CALL i -8O0-98VISTA
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE 8 CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support 8 information BG Pregnancy Center Call 354 HOPE
Will Prepare Simple Tax
Low Rates
Call Vicki 352-3356

RUSH NIGHTS
RUSH NIGHTS
FRATERNrTY RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT
TONIGHT
7:30-9:30
In lhe COMMONS
TONIGHT
TONIGHT
HIKE THE GRAND CANYON. SKI COLORADO
SURF IN HAWAII!
You can do any of these through the
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Gel the tacts: Thursday, Jan. 20
1 30 p.m.- 3rd floor Union (State Rm)
Call the Co-op Program with ques. 2-2451
Deadline lo apply is February 15th'1'
IF YOU ARE INTO PROMOTIONS, PRESENTING
INFO, AND PLANNING EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES,
STEP 1 HAS A PLACE FOR YOUI
STOP BY TODAY TO PICK UP YOU APPLICATION
IN 310 STUDENT SERVICES.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: BASKETBALL OFFICIAL - MANDATORY CLINIC
JANUARY 19, 7-10 P.M. APPLY IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 1/19/94. TEAM HANDBALL
OFFICIALS - MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
CLINIC JANUARY 20. 7-10 PM APPLY IN
130FIELDHOUSE BY 1/20/94.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M INDP ICE
HOCKEY -JAN. 18; W.C BASKETBALL - JAN.
18: M BASKETBALL - JAN. 19; M,W TEAM
HANDBALL - JAN. 20 ENTRIES DUE M 130
FIELD HOUSE BY 4 00 PM ON DUE DATE

Tuesday, Jan. 18 al 9:00pm
In room 100 BA

Management Inc.

en

Sal., Feb. 12 from 7lo 11 pm
We will pay you $401
Contact the UAO Office
et 372-2343 lor further details

Al current Unlveriliy Tour Quktet
must attend one of the following
SPRING K ICKOf f MEETINGS:

First Regular Business Meeting

Management Inc.

Attention All CARICATURISTS!
UAO neede you

TOUR GUIDES!

LAW SOCIETY

1 bdrm - 610 N. Main. This apt. i»
only a 15 min. walk lo Math/Science
' lag., yet nestled in a nice residential
neighborhood starts at $275/mo.

Attention University Tour Guides!
SPRING KICKOFF MEETING
You Must Come To One Ol The Foiowing:
Tuee. January 18,1994,8-7pm
er
Wed. January 19,1994,*-7pm
ASSEMBLY ROOM - MCFALL CENTER
Attention University Tour Guides!

Become a member ol SOLD.
What Is SOLD.?
S.O.L.D. Is the student organization for
Leadership Development, providing this
development to members of student
organizations at BGSU as well as student
leaders. For more into., please contact
Deb al SAO at 2-2843 or stop by 405
Student Services

PERSONALS

354*7262

ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
If you are interested in an officer position tor
1994-95, you must attend an informal interview
session on Wed., Jan. 19 at 9 pm It will be in
tne lounge on the 2nd floor of The BA. If you
have questions catl Jenny 3540407

THEKICKOFFISCOMINO!
SATURDAY

TOUROUCESI
Friends of the Deaf
1st meeting Wed. Jan. 19
9 00pm 363 Ed
Refreshments!
Everyone Welcome

ATTENTION Women's Rugby: There will be a
MANDATORY meeting on Thursday Jen. 20 al
9:00 in Education Rm. 115. Even/one Welcome!

01 Awesome Spring Break! Best Tnps A
Prices' Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $2791
Includes 12 Meals 8 6 Free Parties! Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $119' Cancun
A Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $469i Oaytona 11491 Key West S249I
Cocoa Beach $159' I 800 678 6386
VI Awesome Spring Break! Panama City' 6
Days Oceennew Room With Kitchen S119I
Walk To Best Bars' Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover Charges'
1-800-678O86.
si Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parry
Cruse! 6 Days S279< Trip Includes Cruise A
Room, 12 Meals A 8 Free Parties' Hurry' This
Wil Sell Out! 1 -800-678-6386
AGO-EMILY STOLZ-AGD
Congratulations on your pearling
to University of Toledo's Enc Mike
Love- Your Alpha Gam Sisters
AGO - ALPHA GAM - AGO - ALPHA QAM
AGD - KIM VANDIVORT - AGD
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to congratulate you
on your pearling to Eastern
Michigan's T.D. Denney.
AGD - ALPHA OAM - AGD - ALPHA GAM

Alwaye wondered about Co-op?
NeedaJob?
Freshmen, Sophomores A Juniors
who are NEW D Co-op:
Jan. 21 ai, 1007 BA Bldg. 3:30 pm
COOP KICK-OFF
DONTUISSm
372-2451

..'■.-.

Kappa Phi Kappa Phi Keppe Phi
Christian Women's Sorority Organization
open meetngs WED. Jen. 19 A 26
at 1 st United Methodist Church
come join us tor fun A food
questions call 372-3361 or 353-6320

Looking lor a new weigh?
Need help w/ your New Year's Resolution?
Call 372-8302 to register tor en 8 wk.
program conducted by nurse and health
educator. Sign up for Tuesdays,
7-830 or Wednesdays, 3:30-5 pm
Call 372-8302 today or 372-8303.

Looking for a healthy eating plan?
Want a healthier trimmer body with
e healthy eating plan ? Call 2-830210
register tor an 6 wk. program conducted
by nurse A health educator. Sign up for
Tuesdays 7-8:30 pm or Weds. 3:30-5 pm
Cell 372-8302 or 372-8303 today.

O PHI A RUSH O PHI A
Omega Phi Alpha
Info. Nights
Wed Jan. 199 00-10.00 pm 116 BA
Thurs. Jan. 20 8:00-10:00 pmt16BA
OPHIARuehOPHIA
PARKING
Parking available across from KKG house on
Wooster. Call 354-6983
RUSH TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Kappa Kappa Gamma House Wed. Jen. 19
Thura. Jan 20.7:00 - 9.00 pm
Spring Break '94
Sun Splash Tours. Lowest Prices Guaranteed Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, S. Padre, Day
Una and Panama City Willing lo work win Individual groups. Please call Campus Rep.
Brian 353 7914

Rush UAOI Rush UAOICome to our epen
house January 19th from 9-1030 p.m. in fie
Tali room ol the Union Find out what the
largest student programming board on campus
really does, end how you can get involved.
Meet officers and board members. Joel a cool
commineel Tour our office a 330 University
union. Refreshments. See you there!
Rush UAOI Ruah UAOI

300 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES
In NY, PA end NEW ENGLAND. Instuetoas
needed tor: Tennis, Baakerkall. Baseeef.
Hockey, Swtmming/WSIAitegusrde. Setting.
Water-skiing, Windsurfing, LaCroase, Archery,
Gymnastics, Ceramics, Jewelry. Voieybel,
Soccer, Dance, Dramatics. Equestrian, Fit
neaa, Ropes, Culdoorsmen. Piano Accompanies!. Phys. Ed Majors, Nurses, Chefs, etc. Cat
Arleneat: 1-800-4434421 now!

SAE'SAE'SAE'SAE
The brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like
to congratulate Owen Pohl on his recent engagement to Angie Powell
SAE * SAE • SAE • SAE

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries.
Many earn $2,000 phis/mo in canneries
or $9,000 - $6,000 plus-mo en fkeMng
vessels Many employers provide mom A
board and transportation. Over 8.006
openings. No experience necessary!
Mete or Female. For more mlermaeon cell:
1-208-545-4155 ext.A5S44

SAE'SAE'SAE'SAE
The brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like
to congratulate Scott Sumerek on hla recent
lavalrenng to Lydian Devere ot Baldwin Wallace.
SAE'SAE'SAE'SAE

ASSEMBLERS: Exceseni Income to assemble
products a home. Inlo i-50*64e>i700DEPT.

0146256

TIREDOF THE SNOW?
Spend Fall Semester or the enure year st a
college In Florida. Arizona, Hawaii,
New Mexico
through the NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAMI Find out how you
can
escape BGSU...
Thursday. January 20th, 130 p.m.
3rd floor Union - State Room
Cafl the Co-op Program with ques 2-2451

BG Fsmrty desires responsible gred school
husband/wile to house sit A watch 3 okter
chiidren tor 2 weeks. Must be avals*Is from
4 00 pm - 830 am (weekdays) A Sel. • Sue.
References Required. Salary negotiable Oel
soon:353-409l sftsrSpmfor more Into.

•CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses A apartments
for 1984-95 school year
Listings available, renting fast
Otltce3ieE.Merry.Apt3
Pick-up IsSng er we wrfl mail.
709 5th St. - 2 bdrm. apt. unfum. dishwashers,
t ful bams. Call Newfove Rentals. 352-5620.
our only office
$24 Mi Si - 2 edrm set. funvuntum. free gas
heat, water, A sewer. Wsahor/dryer. newty
lamodeted. Call Newlove Rentals, 352-5620,
our only ofsot,
8436th
2 bdrm apl, untum, dishwashers, washer/dryer In bldg 2 ful baths. Cell Newlove
Rarsaa$»5e^.ouron»cS*ee.
Avail, tamed! 1 bdrm apt. furnished. 1 btk
from BGSU. pea slid, parking e yard. $330
mo. Uttless Included- 353-1220
CARTV RENTALS
Suoteasing single rooms tor 2nd semester.
Call 353-0325

Earn cash stuffing envelopes el home. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O Box Seo.
Plains, KS 66051

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
•00-THIRD ST.

Ebeco Telemsrkesng Service Now Hiring fer
evening & weekend hrs Musi work 15 hrsywk
You pick your own days to work. Guaranteed
hourly wage plus daily bonus based on sales
Stop m si 113 N. Main after 4 pm for Apps.

TOUR GUIDES WANTED!
The office ol Admissions Is Nrtng
Tour Guides tor1994-95.

Now renting lor 1994 95
(12nvsdi. year) and sum V4
Fully furnished 1 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable reles
Call 352 4966 o-stop by
the building, a 10.

Get eheed wish Experience!

Applications are available In
118MoFall Center from
Jan. 31 si-Feb. 4th
Al ere welcome to apply.
Call 2-9886 lor more into
TOUR GUIDES WANTED!

If you ant interested In finding a
lob in the AdvertelngyMerturtng fietdGOODLUCKWITHOUTEXPER«NCEI

Houses A duplexes for 199495 school year.
12 month leases only, starting In May.
Stsve Smith 352-8917.

But you can gam valuableexpehence
stTheBGNewe
TheBG News had 3 positions svailaete
next semester and severel positions
for next yeer in the Advertising Dept
We are looking for ENTH USIAST1C,
DEDICATED, EAGER Indlvtouels who
want to GET AHEAD!

WANTGIRL SCOUT COOKIES?
If we miss you, eel 669-2409
to piece your order. Sale ends Jen. 23
"What's happening to me?" Have your horoscope read by an astrologer and IVid out!
Call Zane Stein 882 4911

Houses- 1 82 bedroom apartments
9 month - summer - year h
382-7454

Large 2 ■eoreom Apartment 2 person
Max $350 • Deposit A utilities
Avaaae now 669-3332

Call 372-2606 tor del tile I
Management opportunities Arthur Veto/ Palming, hie. a searching for amemous students to
fil summer management positions throughout
the Midwest. Complete training A field support.
High Income potential. 1 -800-775-4745.

WANTED
Female needed to rent greet apl lor Spring
Semester Desperated Very low rent Call
352 6059

S.P P.I. is looking for individuals who went to
gam management experience nest summer.
Earn $8000 to $10,000 per summer. Positions
available throughout the midwest Cell Jeff
Gnftith 1-600-887-1960.

Female preferred. Across campus ($193 ♦
unities) 352 0733 or 352 7206

Heeded: 3 MVF roommeas for May to Mey
lease n 4 BR half of house. $190/mo. {mil included) Pea si lowed Can Yan 352-3699

Seasonal employment available es a whilewater raft guide in W.VA. Experience not required. Musi be 19 years old, have current
CPR and first aid. Contact North American
River Runners, P.O. Box 81 Hico. WV 25854.
1-800-950-2585 EOE.

Female subleaser needed for spnng semester.
Own bedroom, $172/mo. ♦ eiec. (negotiable)
Contact Michelle at 354-0123
Male rmte. needed. Own bdrm., equipped
kilchon. $150/mo. Cell Paul al 353-0189.
Male subleaser wanted ASAP. Very chaeplll
Call collect for information.
(513) 526-5553. For informanon. Neil.

SPRINGBREAK packages. PROMOTE on
campus or SIGNUP NOW for moms. Dayuna.
Panama $129 up. Cancun. Call CMI
1 800-423-5264.

Needed: 1 male or female roommate tor
Spnng. 2 blocks from campus, own room, nice
apt Call 216-355-6616.

Warned. Babysitter Tuee. A Thurs
One 11 yr old chJd. 7:15 am ■ 8 15 am ends 5 pm. References and Transportation required.
Call 352-4096.

One non-smoking female subleaser for Spr.
94. SiSO/mo * util Close to campus. Call
352 8825

Wanted: Fun. outgoing, and aggreesive mov
vidual to photograph social evena on campus.
Equipment and training provided. Earn between $5-7
r.CaH 372-3523 lor mere hlormattsn.

Roommate Needed Spring 94 Close to campua. mnt negotiable contact Jayce 352-8687
Roommate Needed
ApL on Napoleon Rd. - Furnished, washer/dryer In building, of street parking
Sl87/month plus house utilities - call
352-6055. office: 372-2736

Wanted: Licensed Optician or Apprentice In
busy Optmetnc Office. Excellent wege benefit
package. Resume should be sent to 940 Plaza
SL Fndlay. OH 45840.

Subleaser needed immed. Close to downtown
A campus Own room. $162.50.353-7012

FOR SALE

Subleaser needed immediately' $200/mo.
rent, . unities. S. College - dose. Male or female. Chnsnns 352-1931. leave message.

1980 VW Rabbit. New salary, muffler, el feme
tor Runs really good. $600 OBO. CeH Sankalp
al 352 3027

Subleaser Needed Immediately
Spnng Semester 2 rmtes Own room, own
bath. $i80/mo. Across street from campus.
Contact Jason 352-8556.

NOW LEASING
For Summer - Fat
1 bdrm. turn. Grade. 801 3rd
2 bdrm. fum. 704 5th St
2 bdrm. untum. 710 7rh St.
Derma or Kay Menen
352-3445
One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year
1 267-3341.
One bedroom furnished apartment
264 S College 686 5425
Roomenaste nssetd. Male or tomato. New
home with dishwasher, fireplace and LOTS OF
PRIVACY. Own room, share full size bath with
1 other person and mom tor a study. Responsibility and cleanliness a a must COLLEGE
6TUDENTS ONLY. For more Information, call
3S4-8117
Rooms tor rent in Victorian house. Fan, Spnng
ssmssan. Parking, Kitchen, Rec. area wid
woigha end Pool able. Walk to campus s $52 5817
Sublease: 1 bedroom apl at 180 S Main St.
Newly renovated, laundry, very nice. Available
after Feb. 13. Rent $275/mo Leave message.
KonorMriea352-6142.
Subleaser Needed
Own roeni in house on E. Wooster
Seconde from campus! Free cablet
Call 362-8088 or 352-7402

86 OHsCalail Cutlass
White. AX, automatic, loaded
AM/FM cassette. Very nice
$4000. CMI Sam 8352-1136

WANTED: i or 2 female sublessors lo share
large apartment with i other person. AvaxabtelMME DIATEL Y. rent negotiable Please eel
352-1675 and leave a message.
Wanted: One single female lo Sublease. Location close to campus Rent neg, pay electric
only. If interested call ASAP 354-2201

sin your mom?
Rent a university approved loft from
SPACE SAVERS
and maximize your Ii vmg space.
'Also Renting Refuge raw a'
$824475

Warned: Roommaie to share
House. $180 00 a month and own
Room. Call nights 354-8689

CAR FOR SALE
1984 Dodge Daytona Turbo Z. Far condition.
$2000/neg. Call Cozzy a 3S3-46B8.
For Sate 19" Ml Bike
$120 neg.
Contact Jason 352-8458

HELP WANTED
$700/wk. canneries; $45O0/mo. deckhands
Alaska summer fisheries now n ring
Employment Alaska 1 -206-323-2672
•—SPRING BREAK-94 ••"
Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica, Florida A Padre!
110% Lowost Price Guarantee! Organize 15
Mends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
328-7283
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
STILL AVAILABLE.TASP International a hiring motivator! students to fill management positions throughout Ohio Earn $7,000-W,000 this
summer while building your resume and gaining an intemahip/co-op. Positions are open
but are filling quickly si Akron, Canton, Sylvanla, Maumee, Perrysburg, Lima, and al
Cleveland Suburbs. Positions are filled on e
lirst come first qualified basis. Cell
1-800-543-3792 10 gain more information.

Jamaica Spring Break! Al inclusive tour el superior hotel. Sat. to Sun. flight from Columbus.
Doug (6141296-0879.
NEED A BED?
$50 tor mattress A box spring
Good condition. Call Der or Tammy 362-6727.

ICENTER

Fop CHOICE II

Confidential Health Cars For Women

Nikon N2020AF. AF Nikkor 35-70mm lens. Nikon SB-20 speed light, covers/case, all valued
at over $675 00. For sale lor only $525 00.
354-4604

FOR REN 1
1 berm. apartment, dean, quiet. 1/2 Hock
from campus, tree heel A utt. $345 . slec.
354-3136.
2 bedroom house. 322 Derby Ave. $415/mo. •
use lies. Call 352-2983.

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
ToltxJo.OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

**¥¥****¥****¥****¥******¥¥¥¥¥****¥* *
Tfte
. Undergraduate Alumni fi//oclatlon

^W
*N

would like to welcome It/ new
Executive Board member/...

CINA CAPALDI

*

*

#

COMMUNITY SERVICE
FRESHMEN BEGINNINGS

TINA DIETRICH

MASTER TEACHER AWARD

JENNIFER DECKER

HOMECOMING

KRISTIN JENNINGS
HEATHER WADE

MUD VOLLEYBALL CO-CHAIRS

Ufifl invite/ old and new member/ to our flr/t general meeting

Tue/doy. January 18
9 pm. Tfte miletl Alumni Center

*

v

V you would Ike to know more-.coM 372-6849.
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